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Abstract
Ireland’s remote position on the tip of Europe ensures that the country is vulnerable to 
uncertainty of supply. The reliance on conventional sources of electricity has ensured that 
escalated prices and high carbon emissions have been witnessed whilst opportunities that 
inherent resources provide, such as the wind, have not been capitalised upon. The 
intermittent nature of the wind make it difficult to maximise its potential as in many cases 
the highest wind speeds are highest when demand is low. The West of Ireland’s 
combination of wind speeds and unique topography makes it suitable for and innovative 
wind powered pumped storage system, which can essentially regulate the wind generated 
electricity and integrate further penetration of renewable energy. In addition, its location 
along the Atlantic Ocean provides further scope for innovation as seawater can be 
integrated into the system design.
The construction of such an unprecedented project in combination with increased 
interconnectors has the potential to make Ireland a rechargeable battery for Europe. 
However, such ambitious plans are at the very early stages and are in direct contrast to 
current events in the Irish energy market. This study focuses on the feasibility of West of 
Ireland pumped storage systems. Entailed within this is an extensive desk study, a detailed 
site selection process and a feasibility study of grid connection. To increase opportunities 
to identify the best possible site, the feasibility study was focused on the Galway and 
Mayo areas solely.
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Chapter 1 -  Introduction
1.1 Thesis Objectives and Structure
In this thesis the elements involved in the establishment of a Pumped Storage System (i.e. 
site selection process and grid connection) will be examined with the goal o f determining 
the feasibility of a West of Ireland Pumped Storage System. Also, the focus of this study is 
on a large-scale pumped storage system of approximately 1500MW output.
The thesis objectives are as follows:
• Outline the operation, advantages and disadvantages of a Pumped Storage System.
• Identify and analyse suitable sites within Galway and Mayo for the Pumped 
Storage System.
• Determine the feasibility of grid connection for a West of Ireland Pumped Storage 
System.
The structure of the thesis consists of 6 chapters. Chapter 1 discusses the background to 
the study. Entailed within this is a review of the current energy situation within Ireland. 
The chapter also introduces the possibility o f constructing a wind powered seawater 
pumped storage system in the west of Ireland. The purpose of Chapter 2 is to investigate 
pumped storage systems in further detail. The benefits and disadvantages of pumped 
storage will be investigated along with its design, operation and elements such as seawater 
and wind energy that can be implemented into the system design. Following on from this, 
Chapter 3 will focus on the site selection process that was carried out in order to critically 
analyse selected suitable sites for the West o f Ireland pumped storage system. Chapter 4’s 
purpose is to study the feasibility of connecting the pumped storage system to the electrical
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grid to transmit and distribute the power output. Chapter 5 outlines a case study carried out 
o f the South Africa energy situation and the role o f  pumped storage in meeting targets. 
Finally, conclusion and further research recommendations will be the focus o f  Chapter 6.
l.l.lH y p o th esis
The hypothesis o f  this research is “The feasibility o f  a West o f  Ireland Pumped Storage 
System”.
1.2 M ethodology
Contained within this section is an outline o f  the methods o f  research practiced in 
discovering the feasibility o f  a West o f  Ireland pumped storage system. The purpose o f  this 
section is to illustrate how the information utilised within the report was garnered. The 
researcher w ill also outline the reasoning behind the methods o f  research utilised.
1.2.1 Literature Review
An extensive desk study o f  relevant literature to the hypothesis was carried out in order to 
decipher the current events within the Irish energy market, to investigate operation, 
benefits and drawbacks o f  pumped storage systems and to discover how such a system can 
be integrated into the Irish electrical grid. The review entailed research into both primary 
and secondary sources o f  information with textbooks, journals, government publications 
and technical reports the most common sources utilised. The author also found the internet 
as a valuable means o f  collating information due to the relevant sites o f  the major 
companies within the Irish energy market. The information collated during this extensive 
literature review provided a platform for a critical analysis to be carried out and set a basis 
which enabled the hypothesis to be tested.
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1.2.2 Data Collection
Both quantitative and qualitative research techniques were utilised for this report to build 
on the platform the literature review constructed. It was felt that utilising both methods 
would enable an optimum overview o f  the topic.
Quantitative research was central to the site selection process in Chapter 3. The Google 
Earth programme was extensively utilised to ascertain suitable sites for the pumped 
storage system. The identification o f  suitable sites provided many variables which required 
to be analysed statistically via a formulated scoring system in order to provide concrete 
material o f  which a judgement can be made. It is felt that the quantitative research carried 
out in this chapter was the optimum means o f  testing the hypothesis as the numerical 
measurements utilised in the site selection process provided a sensate which abolished any 
ambiguity which would have existed whilst viewing the selected sites subjectively. Results 
o f the quantitative research will be related to in the qualitative research findings as Chapter 
4 will be based on the feasibility o f  connecting the most suited site for the pumped storage 
system to the electrical grid.
Two exploratory studies were carried out for the purpose o f  this report. The first these 
qualitative research techniques is evident in Chapter 4 and concerns EirGrid’s Grid25 
strategy whilst Chapter 5 is based on case study o f  the role o f pumped storage in the South 
African energy industry. These studies were carried out to ascertain current experiences 
and activities concerning this particular topic. From this, new ideas were able to be 
identified and applied to this project where appropriate. The findings o f  the qualitative 
research enabled the researcher to critically analyse the information and formulate 
opinions and recommendations.
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1.3 Background to the Study
“We simply must balance our demand for energy with our rapidly shrinking resources. By  
acting now we can control our future instead o f letting the future control us” (Jimmy 
Carter, former US President)
The requirement for alternative sources o f  energy has culminated in the formulation o f  the 
EU renewable energy policy whereby the issue has become one o f  the primary focuses o f  
policymakers and governments (EurActive, 2007). The increased awareness o f  climate 
change issues and the imminent threat posed by Peak Oil are seen as drivers to further 
penetrate renewable energy (Allen & Randall, 2006). The clamp-down on the use o f  
conventional sources o f  energy, such as fossil fuels, is evidenced by the international 
introduction o f carbon taxes, which are environmental taxes levied on the carbon content 
o f fuels (Hoeller & Wallin, 1991). From an Irish perspective, the introduction o f the 
carbon tax is essentially placing a price on pollution (The Frontline, 2010). An integral 
element o f  offsetting carbon emissions is the harnessing o f  renewable forms o f  energy 
(EIA, 2000). Investment in the Irish renewable energy sector will be required if  the 
Government’s outlined target o f  producing 40% o f  electricity from renewable sources is to 
be reached (Department o f  Communications, Energy & National Resources, 2010a).
1.4 Energy in Ireland
Figure 1.1 depicts 2008’s consumption o f energy in Ireland from the different sectors. A  
distinct lack o f  renewable penetration is evident from the chart. This points to the sizable 
task at hand o f achieving the Irish Governments aforementioned renewable energy targets. 
However, renewable energy growth is being experienced. In an analysis o f  Irish 
capabilities and emerging opportunities in the renewable sector, The IEAA stresses that, 
“Ireland’s environmental goods and services sector is extremely diverse, dynamic and 
growing rapidly year on year” (IEAA, 2009).
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Figure 1.1: Energy Consumption in Ireland (SEI, 2008)
The requirement for a new direction to be taken with regards to energy generation is clear, 
given that “Ireland currently imports approximately 90 percent o f  its energy needs (i.e. for 
electricity, heat and transport)” (Forfas, 2009a). Ireland’s lack o f  indigenous fossil fuel 
resources (Ruttledge, 2010) could have serious repercussions for the country given its 
remote position and a minimum interconnection which leaves the country vulnerable to 
uncertainty o f  supply (National Offshore Wind Association o f  Ireland, 2009).
It is clear from Table 1.1 (which shows the European energy consumption by fuel type) 
that Ireland is currently not taking advantage o f  opportunities to harness the vast amount o f  
its inherent renewable energy compared to other countries such as Sweden who also 
possess vast amounts o f  wind energy potential (Wind Atlas, 2006). Given that Ireland’s 
current consumption o f electricity by renewable sources is 14.4%, the task o f  meeting EU  
targets o f  16% o f electricity to be produced by renewable sources by 2020 (Dennehey et 
al., 2010) is likely to be achieved. However it is not known i f  the Government’s 2020 
target w ill be reached although EurActive state that this target could be achieved 
(EurActiv, 2010a).
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Nuclear energy also presents an opportunity to acquire a zero-carbon source o f  energy 
(Energy Resources, 2010). Previously, efforts to construct four nuclear power plants in Co. 
Wexford were abolished due to the Irish public’s negativity towards the plants 
(MacSimion, 2002). Meanwhile France - a pioneer o f  nuclear generation - generates in 
75% o f its electricity from nuclear (World Nuclear Association, 2010), which is half the 
cost which Irish consumers pay for electricity (O’Connell, 2009). Undoubtedly what is 
needed in Ireland is a controllable form o f clean energy which will reduce the cost o f  
electricity for Irish consumers.
Cool out) 
lignite Oil G*is Nucleni Renewaliles
Imhistri.il
waste
Impoits- 
expoits of 
electiicity
Tot.il energy 
consumption
(1000 TOE»
tE A  members 18 7 36 9 23 7 13.6 6 9 0 2 0 0 1 891 474
EU-25 I8 2 37 4 23 6 146 6 0 0.2 0 0 1 726 187
EU-15 pre-2004 members 147 39 4 24 2 153 6 1 0 1 0 2 1 513 568
EU-10 new members 43 2 23 4 19 7 9 2 5 3 0.3 -1 1 212 619
Belgium 1 1 1 38 0 25 8 21 9 1 9 0 2 1 0 55 785
Czech Republic 47 4 197 180 15.3 2 8 0.2 -3 2 43 665
Denmark 27 4 40 3 22 5 0 0 133 0 0 -3 5 20 676
Germany 24 7 36 4 23 0 12 4 3 4 0 3 -0 1 344 487
Estonia 61 9 19 1 12.5 0.0 9 5 0.0 -3.0 5 456
Greece 29 5 58 0 6 7 0 0 5 1 0.0 0.6 30 160
Spain 150 50.0 159 11 9 7 0 0.0 0 1 134 055
France 5.1 34 0 146 42 0 6 4 0 0 -2 1 270 621
Ireland 165 57 1 24 1 0 0 1 7 0 0 0 7 15 269
Italy 8.2 48 6 34 8 0.0 5 9 0.1 2 4 182 007
Cypius 1 5 97 1 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 0 2 547
Latvia 2 2 20 5 3D 8 0 0 33 4 0 0 5 2 4 378
Lithuania 2.1 26.4 26 5 44 4 7 8 0 0 -7 2 9 004
Luxembourg 1 9 63 8 25 4 0 0 1 4 0 0 7.6 4 196
Hungaiy 140 25 3 44 4 106 3 4 0.0 2 2 26 744
Malta 0 0 100.0 0Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 874
Netherlands 109 38 8 44 7 1 3 2 5 0.0 1 0 80 455
Austria 12 I 42.2 23.1 0 0 20.3 0.8 1 5 32 725
Poland 61 3 2 1 7 12 0 0 0 5 4 0.6 -0 9 94 109
Portugal 13 0 58 7 10 4 0 0 170 0 0 0 9 25 331
Slovenia 21 4 35 4 13 1 19 3 10 5 0 1 0.2 6 948
Slovakia 24 2 I8 9 30 I 24 4 3 3 0 1 -1 0 18 894
Finland 22 2 27 9 11 0 158 21 2 0 8 1 1 37 101
Sweden 5 3 30 4 1 6 34 2 26 3 0 I 2 2 50 878
United Kingdom 16 7 34 5 37.4 10 0 1 4 0 0 0.1 229 822
Bulgaria 38 0 23 3 130 23 1 4 9 0.1 -2 4 19 279
Romania 23 5 26.3 37 5 3 1 9 9 0 2 -0 4 40 504
Turkey 26 7 38 4 22 0.0 12.6 0.0 0.1 79 721
Iceland 2 8 24 4 0 0 0 0 72 8 0 0 0 0 3 373
Norway 3.5 22 1 23 9 0 0 47.3 0.1 3.0 22 410
Table 1.1: Energy Consumption by F uel Type (European Environm ent Agency, 2006)
Ireland’s heavy reliance on imported energy combined with the inefficient nature o f  
existing electricity generation plants, has forced the price o f  electricity to escalate. 
Ireland’s electricity price (relating to businesses and domestic consumers) is compared to 
other European countries in Table 1.2. As can be seen in the table, the price o f  Ireland’s
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electricity is the highest in Europe. Essentially, this reliance on imported energy which has 
resulted in a lack o f control over costs (O’Donnell, 2009) highlights a requirement for an 
effective energy strategy to be formulated. Interestingly, this excessive price o f  electricity 
is hampering the success o f  Irish exporters (Forfas, 2009b). Forfas outlines that Irelands 
industrial electricity “is 35.5 percent more expensive than the Eurozone average” (2009b) 
which essentially mitigates the competitiveness o f  these companies.
Bask Price
Other taxes 
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m <M < loo kWh as 16 of total price
Portuoal 14-86 O jOO 0.73 4.7
Unit <d Kingdom 14 11 000 0.70 4.7
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Greece 900 000 0£4 8.5
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Belgium 1*86 IJ 7 24* 23.6
Finland 8 JtA 0.74 2 0 7 245
France 9.14 1 25 1.74 24.6
Hungary 9 5 7 1-23 2.» 26.2
Netherlands 13.0C» 2.00 300 27.8
Norway 1069 1.30 299 28.6
Austria 11.78 2.07 2 77 29.1
Italy 1674 487 21« 29.6
Sweden 10 13 2.77 32) 37.2
Gecroanrv 12.79 4*5 341
Denmark 10.27 8.94 4 BO 57.2
Table 1.2: European Electricity Prices (Finfacts, 2008)
1.4.1 The Irish Electrical Grid
Whilst further penetration o f  the renewable energy market is imperative if  the 
Government’s 2020 targets are to be reached, it is outlined that penetration above the 40% 
target will create challenges for the electrical grid (EurActiv, 2010a). The problems that 
are faced concern the electrical grid’s stability however further penetration o f  60% to 80% 
would be feasible providing ‘technical improvements’ were applied to the grid (EurActiv, 
2010a). Ruttledge’s statement that “the dynamics o f  the grid are changing” (Ruttledge, 
2010) is evident in the form o f the 2020 targets but also in the case o f  ESB’s 2004 studies. 
Results from these studies highlight a decrease in fossil fuel plants efficiency would be
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expected due to increased wind generation, (McDonald, 2009) which is essentially 
mitigating the efficiency o f  a reliable source o f  electricity (EurActiv, 2010a). Ruttledge 
also contends that the existing transmission system is under pressure, especially from the 
expansion in wind harnessing and an upgrade o f  the grid is needed for further 
developments in the renewable sector (Ruttledge, 2010). The need for an improved grid is 
evident from the argument posed by O ’Connell (2009). The argument focused on the point 
that a 1500MW nuclear plant in Ireland would create a pressure on the 7500MW existing 
Irish grid. Minister Eamon Ryan is in agreement, stating that exporting Ireland’s inherent 
wind energy will require an update o f  the existing grid and outlined a determination to 
capitalise on the resource (EurActiv, 2010a). Additionally, EirGrid state that over the past 
20 years the capacity o f  the existing grid has not been altered. During this phase, a 150% 
rise in demand has been seen (EirGrid, 2008a). This stark statistics highlights the 
requirement for a revamp o f the existing grid. Any development o f  the existing electrical 
grid must be a long-term project as “inefficient investment” and “an ineffective grid” are 
common consequences o f  short-term targeting (Eirgird, 2008a).
As shown in All-Island map o f the country’s electrical grid (see appendix) (EirGrid, 2010), 
only two 400kV transmission lines serve the country - both o f  which run directly from the 
Moneypoint generation plant to Dublin. Furthermore, llO kV lines are the solitary high 
voltage lines serving many areas in the country which essentially serve a distribution grid. 
Regulating the sporadic nature o f  wind energy w ill require the integration o f two key 
components in the Irish grid and across Europe, namely new  interconnections and 
intelligent systems (EurActiv, 2010b). It is outlined that there are many missing 
interconnectors around Europe, including interconnectors between Ireland and the UK and 
France (EurActiv, 2010b). The idea behind connecting various grids is due to the 
intermittent nature o f  renewable sources and ‘uneven geographical nature’. By forming a 
communal grid, each area o f  the continent will receive the benefits o f  northern Europe’s 
wind energy during the winter and the Mediterranean’s vast solar radiation during the 
summer months (EurActiv, 2010b). Further to the interconnection requirements, there is a 
need to reinforce the reliability o f  power supply (currently a 99.97% standard) (EurActiv, 
2010b). It is stated that investing in storage will increase system flexibility and reduce 
losses o f  resources (EurActiv, 2010b).
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The state o f  the grid has a central role to play in the feasibility o f  a West o f  Ireland 
Pumped Storage System. Both Counties Galway and Mayo are both benefactors o f  the 
aforementioned llOkV lines (EirGrid, 2010). In comparison, up to lOOOkV lines are 
utilised to transmit Japanese pumped storage systems power to consumers (American 
Society o f Civil Engineers, 1996 whilst 400kV transmission lines are to be utilised in the 
currently under construction Ingula pumped storage system in South Africa (eThembeni 
Cultural Heritage, 2008). The author’s view  is Ireland face a difficult task in achieving 
exporting goals Minister Ryan alluded to, as the infrastructure is not in place. The 
integration o f a West o f Ireland pumped storage system w ill require an extensive 
upgrading o f the existing grid in order to serve all 32 counties and possibly Europe in 
future.
1.4.2 Irish Energy Providers 
Also playing an integral role in the feasibility o f  this project are the organisations related to 
electricity generation and distribution. This includes EirGrid -w h o  were appointed as 
Ireland’s Transition System Operator (TSO) by the state (EirGrid, 2006a)-, whose 
responsibility is to match supply o f  electricity with the demand (EirGrid, 2006b). EirGrid 
are also in charge o f  Ireland’s electrical grid and its interconnectors (EirGrid, 2008a), 
which will be discussed in Chapter 4. The deregulation entailed a restructuring o f  
electricity supply to promote a competitive energy market and increase in generation 
efficiency (Yocom & Helms, 2001). EirGrid ensure the supply o f electricity by quantifying 
the amount o f  energy required and purchasing this quantity from CER (Commission for 
Electricity Regulation) licensed companies (O’Donnell, 2009c), such as ESB, Bord Na 
Mona and Airtricity. At the centre o f  the energy supply process is the EirGrid operated 
National Control Centre. Here, information regarding each o f  Ireland’s generation plant 
outputs is gathered and managed by operatives who must then ensure supply even in times 
o f unforeseen events (EirGrid, 2006b.).
Prior to deregulation measures, the ESB was in sole charge o f  the Irish energy market 
since it was formed in 1927 (Yocom & Helms, 2001). The government-owned company 
experienced the highest growth rate in Europe (5% p.a.) which is due to the increase in 
Irish population, economic activities, employment, and growth in the construction,
banking and computer industry (Yocom & Helms, 2001). However, even after 
deregulation, the ESB are currently in ownership o f  the existing grid. Recent reports have 
outlined that a cost o f  €150million may be required for EirGrid to acquire ownership o f  the 
existing grid (O’Halloran, 2010).
1.5 The ‘Spirit o f Ireland’ Initiative
The Spirit o f Ireland Initiative is based around the proposals by Professor Igor Shvets, 
which have been studied extensively by international renowned Academics, Engineers, 
Architects, Construction and Financial professionals (O’Donnell, 2009b). Professor 
Shvets proposes the construction o f wind-powered sea-water pumped storage systems, 
sited along the West coast o f  Ireland. The proposed system entails a selection o f  up to five 
U-shaped valleys, whereby dams are to be built on the valleys seaward side and are then to 
be flooded with seawater from the Atlantic Ocean and will act as a pumped storage 
systems higher reservoir (McDonald, 2010). Prerequisite valley characteristics include a 
trough-shape (Shvets, 2010) to facilitate water containment and impermeable rock to retain 
seawater within the valley thus preventing access to aquifers (Spirit o f  Ireland, 2009a). 
Pumped storage systems w ill be discussed in further detail in Chapter 2.
Spirit o f  Ireland’s planned pumped storage systems w ill convert wind energy to hydro 
energy through 18 wind farms (O’Connor, 2010), each consisting o f  30 to 35 turbines 
which will contribute to a 100MW output (The Frontline, 2010). Seawater will be pumped 
to the plant’s higher reservoir in times o f lower demand. The load-balancing effect o f  the 
pumped storage system w ill ensure a constant source o f  renewable energy whilst the need 
for a lower reservoir is eliminated, as it will be the ocean that w ill be utilised.
The Spirit o f  Ireland Initiative argues that a pumped storage system has the ability to be 
highly profitable and can be constructed at minimum cost through the expertise o f  Irish 
based engineers and technicians (O’Donnell, 2009a) goals o f  the project are to be achieved 
in two phases. These are:
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• Phase 1: Achieving energy independence for Ireland. It is proposed that this is 
achievable within the first five years.
• Phase 2: It is planned to begin exporting energy (from the pumped storage systems) 
overseas in the 3 years subsequent to the completion o f Phase 1. (Corcoran et al.,
2009)
The eventual export o f  the harnessed energy w ill embody numerous advantages for the 
country. The Spirit o f  Ireland Initiative contends that €5bn/yr (O ’Donnell, 2009a) will be 
made from the selling o f  the generated electricity thereby invigorating the unstable Irish 
economy. Furthermore, achieving the aforementioned goals w ill see Ireland rise to the 
forefront o f the energy industry and essentially become-according to Professor Shvets- a 
“rechargeable battery for Europe” (Miller, 2010). Reaching the outlined goals through the 
aforementioned phases will ensure that the country will be perceived as a country which 
pays its own way. Whilst these goals are highly ambitious, the opinion has been reached 
that they comprise targets which would entail a complete reversal o f  the energy situation in 
Ireland.
1.6 Attitude towards Pumped Storage
The feasibility o f integrating a large-scale storage system into the Irish electrical grid was 
subject to investigations carried out by EirGrid. Results from the study highlight that the 
most appropriate forms o f storage was pumped storage and compressed air energy storage 
(Department o f  Communications, Energy & National Resources, 2010a). However, 
EirGrid’s view is that the construction o f a pumped storage system would not be 
worthwhile whilst 40% o f our electricity is to be produced from renewable sources. This is 
due to the anticipated lack o f  wind curtailment at this stage (Department o f 
Communications, Energy and Natural resources, 2010a). The curtailment o f  wind is seen 
when turbines are required to be “shut down to mitigate issues associated with turbine 
loading, export to the grid, or certain planning conditions” (Wind Energy, 2009). However, 
whilst looking at the broader picture, the benefits o f  a pumped storage system are 
recognised when taking into account 50% renewable penetration (Department o f
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Communications, Energy and Natural Resources, 2010a). At this stage, a pumped storage 
system would facilitate higher levels o f  wind energy harnessing and reduction in  
production costs. Interestingly, Eirgird state that the optimum approach to take, in terms o f  
economics, would be to increase interconnection and export the wind energy generated. 
This opinion was formed by taking into account the efficiency loss in pumped storage 
systems (EirGrid, 2009) (to be discussed in chapter 2).
This study carried out by EirGrid is what seems to mould the Government’s opinion when 
it comes to energy storage. The study is heavily referenced in the Department’s National 
Renewable Energy Action Plan. Outlined within this document is the Departments request 
o f EirGrid to further the studies carried out in the storage field (Department o f  
Environment, Heritage & Local Government, 2010a).
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Chapter 2 - Pumped Storage Systems
2.1 Introduction
Pumped storage hydroelectricity is currently the leading energy storage system in use 
globally with regards storage capacity and cost effectiveness (Miller & Winters, 2009). 
The pumped storage system was first introduced in the 1890’s in Italy and Switzerland 
(Electricity Storage Association, 2009). The basic setup o f  this particular project entailed a 
separate pump and turbine whilst the system’s capacity was rated at 1.5MW (Symbiotics, 
2008). By 1929, in excess o f  40 pumped storage systems were built in Europe. 
Technological advancements in the systems components such as the reversible pump- 
turbine lead to increased efficiency o f  the plants (Symbiotics, 2008). Extreme growth in 
pumped storage construction was witnessed from the 1960’s to the late 1980’s due to the 
oil crisis during that period. These pumped storage systems were introduced to provide a 
means o f energy security (Deane et al., 2009). As it is common in Europe for nuclear 
power stations to provide power to run pumped storage systems (Symbiotics, 2008), 
further pumped storage developments were stunted due to the lack o f  activity in the 
nuclear sector. However, the turn o f the century have seen pumped storage systems gain 
increased popularity (Deane et al. , 2009) as the systems can be utilised as an integrator for 
the sporadic renewable source o f  wind energy (Deane, 2009). 2009 figures illustrate that 
pumped storage accounts for 36GW o f the European Union’s generating capacity. In 
comparison, the U S’ figure o f  21.8GW  while Japan’s installed pumped storage capacity 
stands at 24.5GW.
Pumped storage systems are an extremely effective means o f  energy storage which 
facilitates ease o f  energy management and frequency control. However, it only accounts 
for 3% o f global generation capacity (90GW) (Electricity Storage Association, 2009). It is 
speculated that this low figure may be due to the associated high costs o f  construction 
combined with the requirement for suitable topography. However, requirements for 
additional storage plants are evident as the plants can stabilise sporadic renewable energy 
(Symbiotics, 2008). In comparison, fossil fuels provide 86% o f  global generating capacity.
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Fossil fuels are seen as a ubiquitous source o f  power globally, due to their availability and 
simple process o f  combustion.
2.2 Pumped Storage Systems
Ensuring that the supply o f electricity matches demand can be an intricate task to carry out 
for EirGrid operatives at the National Control Centre (EirGrid, 2006b). As demand must 
be supplied instantly, it is essential that the efficient management o f  the load on Ireland’s 
electrical grid is an integral element o f  the work carried out. As illustrated in Table 1.1, the 
predominant sources o f Irish energy consumption in 2006 are in the form o f coal (16.5%) 
oil (57.1%) and gas (24.1%) while the utilisation o f  renewable energy (1.7%) is minimal 
and nuclear is thought to be non-feasible (Ireland’s electricity generation from renewable 
sources has risen to 14.4% (Dennehy et al., 2010) since the publication o f the 
aforementioned statistics). Therefore, the author’s opinion is that a niche can be filled by 
the establishment o f a West o f  Ireland wind powered pumped storage system which would 
provide the National Control Centre- where the electrical grid is operated in order to match 
supply and demand (EirGrid, 2006b) - with both a means o f  load balancing and a 
controllable source o f renewable energy. The integration o f a wind-powered pumped 
storage system onto the Irish grid would also embody further advancements in sustainable 
development by focusing on renewable energy sources thereby helping to meeting EU  
2020 targets. Further drivers for pumped storage systems include “the risk o f  insufficient 
capacity” to cope with the growing demand which will place increasing pressure on the 
electrical grid (Department o f  Enterprise, Trade and Employment, 2005), in addition to the 
need for energy supply security, which is an appealing aspect especially given the issue o f  
the looming Peak Oil.
2.2.1 Components o f a Pum ped Storage System
The fundamental components o f  a pumped storage system entail two reservoirs - one at a 
higher altitude than the other - which are connected by penstocks/pipes comprising pumps 
and turbines (see Figure 2.1). Essentially, the operation o f a pumped storage system  
involves water from the lower reservoir being pumped to the higher reservoir during 
periods o f  low demand whereby the cost o f  electricity is generally low. At its new  
elevation in the higher reservoir, the stored water acts as potential energy due to
pumped storage system ensures that pumped storage systems are viewed favourably in 
terms o f gaining a sustainable source o f  energy for the Irish electrical grid.
The role o f  pumped storage systems in electrical grid load balancing w ill also benefit the 
existing Irish electricity generation plants. The integration o f a pumped storage system in 
the West will enable plants - who are currently providing for both peak loads and base 
loads- to provide for the base loads solely (O’Donnell, 2009c), while allowing the 
proposed pumped storage plant to supply for the peak load demands (O’Donnell, 2009c). 
Additionally, the construction o f a pumped storage system can ensure that older, more 
inefficient generation plants can be knocked o ff the electrical grid, thus increasing the 
overall efficiency o f  electricity generation in Ireland.
2.2.2 Design Variables
The specification o f a pumped storage system’s components is a critical element when it 
comes to maximising system efficiency and meeting energy demands (Azevado et al., 
2008). Therefore to achieve the optimum performance level, prudent planning measures 
must be applied when it comes to the site selection process in the first instance and 
ultimately the sizing o f  the turbines, pumps and the piping. The latter will affect the 
performance o f  the plant, in particular the pump power, turbine speed and flow  rate. The 
specifics o f  these aforementioned elements will be central to the level o f  friction losses in a 
given plant (Azevado et al., 2008). Friction losses are essentially the effects o f loss o f  
pressure during the flow  o f water in a pipe. Excessive losses in existing pumped storage 
schemes may require the integration o f “large flywheels suspended on magnetic bearings” 
(Spirit o f  Ireland, 2009a) to mitigate friction losses. The author contends that the best 
opportunity for fine tuning the performance o f  the plant is at the design stage. 
Traditionally, pumped storage systems consisted o f  one large pump and turbine. However 
as advancements were made, alternative component formations were established which 
placed an importance on the placing o f  these components as they would have an effect on 
the performance o f  the plant. The available options for integrating two or more pumps are 
as follows (Hammill, 2001):
• Pumps in-series
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• Pumps in-parallel
• Reversible pump-turbines
Pumps in-series: The fundamental advantage o f  incorporating multiple pumps in-series 
(Figure 2.2) is that it allows each pump to operate at peak efficiency (Hammill, 2001). 
This may not be achievable with one machine. These formations also facilitate ease o f  
discharge control. Further to this, Hamill (2001) states that the integration o f multiple 
pumps can be advantageous for maintenance purposes or in the case o f  breakdowns. Due 
to the formation o f  the pumps, plant operation ceases once a machine breaks down, in 
order to allow maintenance to proceed (Hammill, 2001). Pumps in series are illustrated in 
Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Pum ps in series (Engineering Toolbox, 2008)
Pumps in-parallel: The integration o f  parallel pumps (Figure 2.3) is suitable when one 
pump cannot cope with large volumes o f  water. Water is pumped into the delivery pipe 
from each o f  the pumps individual suction pipe.
Flow Rate - q
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Figure 2.3: Pum ps in parallel (Engineering Toolbox, 2008)
Reversible pump-turbines: Another means o f  increasing project efficiency and cost 
effectiveness is to utilise reversible pump-turbines, which have become popular in Japan 
(Deane et al. , 2009). These machines are an extremely reliable means o f  controlling the 
energy output due to their operating flexibility and their increased efficiency. Deane el al. 
state that one o f  the prominent advantages o f  reversible pump-turbines is the 
“asynchronous motor-generators that allow the pump/turbine rotation to be adjusted” 
(2009). Advantages o f  the system include reactive power control and the ability to 
immediately supply power to the grid.
Adjustable speed turbines: these are machines which can vary its speed during periods o f  
hydraulic head fluctuations (Chaplygina, 2010). The advantage o f  such a machine over a 
conventional turbine is that the speed can be varied to work at its optimum efficiency.
With regard to the type o f  turbines generally utilised in systems comprising pumps in­
series or pumps in-parallel, the Pelton wheel is commonly utilised due to its high 
performance level in high heads (Hammill, 2001) Meanwhile the Kaplan turbine is 
regarded as the best machine for sites with low  head (Kadar, 2009).
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2.2.3 Selecting a Site for a Pumped Storage System
The feasibility o f a pumped storage system w ill largely depend on the identification o f  a 
suitable site. Whilst the level o f  site suitability w ill vary from site to site, the fundamental 
features that need to be considered in a site selection process include: “a plentiful supply o f  
water with a large enough head to drive the turbines” (Hammill, 2001), site topography 
and the level o f  accessibility to the electric grid (Deane et al., 2009).
The majority o f  pumped storage systems require the construction o f  both higher and lower 
reservoir- however pumped storage systems provide scope for innovation in the form o f  
low-head hydropower (where no dams are required) and sea-water pumped storage 
systems (who’s feasibility is to be investigated in this project). It is this difference in 
height which largely facilitates maximum power. The head o f the higher reservoir dictates 
the force at which the kinetic energy comes into contact with the turbines in the penstocks. 
This is a critical aspect o f  the pumped storage system when it comes to power output. The 
generating capacity o f  a pumped storage system is calculated as:
Pow = rj- P- g- h- Q
Where:
Pow =  rated generating power 
r\ = efficiency (approximately 0.90) 
p = density o f  water in kg/m3
'y
g  = gravitation constant in m/s
Q = rated generating flow  in m3/s
h = rated generating head (Louwinger, 2008)
This equation w ill be central to the generating capacity parameter in J3.5.4.
Efficiency is also a key element to be considered in the site selection process. Therefore, 
the chosen site should have relatively easy access to a water source for the reservoirs. 
Whilst these requirements rule out numerous areas, the west coast o f  Ireland boasts ideally
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suited geographical features which are underpinned by the feasibility to integrate 
innovative variations o f  a traditional pumped storage plant (Spirit o f  Ireland, 2009b).
One such variation entails the utilisation o f  sea-water in the Atlantic Ocean as the lower 
reservoir. This would reduce the construction costs o f  a pumped storage system. The 
Okinawa 30MW plant in Japan is a fine example o f  a pumped storage system using the 
Ocean as a lower reservoir. This 1.5MW system has been in operation since 1998 
(Martifer Renewables, 2009). The upper reservoir o f  the pumped storage system is located 
600m from the shore, whilst the head is calculated at 150m (EPDC, n.d.). The feasibility o f  
constructing a sea-water pumped storage system in the west o f  Ireland is aided by the 
existence o f  “bowl shaped glacial valleys were carved out in the last ice age” (Spirit o f  
Ireland, 2009a). Furthermore, there is potential to harness the vast amounts o f  wind energy 
which the West coast o f  Ireland possesses (Spirit o f  Ireland, 2009b). Spirit o f  Ireland 
Initiative state that “Ireland has the same potential wealth per capita as Saudi Arabia o f  
untapped natural energy” (O’Donnell, 2009a), which currently is wasted for the most part. 
The implementation o f  a wind-powered pumped storage system along the West coast o f  
Ireland would support the harnessing o f  such energy as well as realigning attitudes towards 
renewable sources o f  energy.
2.3 Efficiency o f Pumped Storage Systems
The function o f  a pumped storage system means that the plant is a net consumer o f energy 
(Twenty First Strategies, 2009). As an example, for a particular plant to produce lkW h of  
electricity at a period when consumption is high, a larger amount o f  off-peak energy will 
be required to pump the water up to the higher reservoir. However the operation o f  
pumped storage systems are still favourably viewed as efficient use is made o f  the off-peak 
electricity leading the plant to be an extremely cost-effective means o f  large energy storage 
(Renewable Energy World, 2010). One o f the primary technical concerns o f  pumped 
storage systems is the plant’s efficiency. As previously stated, pumped storage systems are 
net consumers o f  energy. Therefore, to reach the maximum performance level, plants must 
regain as much as possible, the power they consume. The efficiency o f  a typical pumped 
storage system can vary from 70-90% (Electricity Storage Association, 2009; Louwinger,
2008)'
I2.4 Limitations of Pum ped Storage Systems
For all o f  its appealing aspects, there are a number o f  other factors that need to be taken 
into consideration when considering the feasibility o f  a pumped storage system One 
interesting point raised by RePower (2010), a European alternative energy company, 
concerns the issue o f  the effect o f  the pumped storage system on the environment. 
Environmental concerns include the flora and fauna in the area as well as the marine life o f  
the ocean (that is being utilised as the lower reservoir) (RePower 2010). Further to this, 
developments in a given area can have an adverse effect on the quality o f  water within the 
area which would be affected by runoffs from the work. Also, the site selection process 
may identify a site where existing housing is established. This in turn may intensify 
planning complications. These issues will be discussed in further detail in chapter 3.
As the construction o f  a pumped storage system is a physically large project, concerns 
exist surrounding the issue o f  flooding in the selected area. This brings in the importance 
o f the structural engineer in a project o f  this magnitude. Although highly unlikely, it is 
anticipated that the event o f  a collapse o f  a dam would be utilised as a counter-argument 
from opposition to the construction o f the plant.
2.5 Economics of Pum ped Storage Systems
The magnitude o f  a pumped storage system project also means the integration o f pumped
storage systems into the Irish grid, which is anticipated to be a time consuming process.
Pumped storage systems are renowned for long construction programmes as well as high
costs o f  construction. This could be viewed negatively in today’s economic climate or
conversely, could be seen as a project which could invigorate the industry by providing
jobs (O’Donnell, 2009a.). Additionally, the decrease in construction costs during the
recession raises the argument that now may be the time to build such a large scale project.
Other economic benefits o f  a pumped storage system project can include the supply o f
low-cost electricity. The Spirit o f  Ireland Initiative outlines that the optimum plan would to -
entail power companies such as the ESB and Airtricity to “run their base load at full load <sfs
.  **3
for 24 hours a day” (O’Donnell, 2009c). This underpins the earlier point from J2.2.1
regarding electricity generation plants and ensures an effi 
electricity for consumers. Effectively, the electricity ger
collaborate with the pumped storage system to even out the load on the electric grid. 
Furthermore, Ireland’s inhabitants reliance on fossil fuels will be mitigated from the plants 
implementation which will in turn, save capital spent on the resources.
To estimate the cost o f  a large-scale pumped storage system in Ireland, it was necessary to 
study US cost per kW figures. Leyland (2009) outlines that the construction o f  a pumped 
storage system costs $1500 per kW. Therefore, it is estimated that the cost o f  a proposed 
1500MW pumped storage system would be approx. €1.75bn.
2.6 Integrating W ind and Pum ped Storage Systems
Although wind is technically available 24 hours-a-day, the core argument against 
harnessing wind energy is the fact that wind energy is intermittent (Deane, 2009). It is 
commonly recorded that wind may not blow when required (during peak demand times), 
while it is at its most powerful when it is not required (at points o f  low  demand) (Deane,
2009). Given that pumped storage systems are particularly suited to wind integration (due 
to their flexible and robust nature as well as fast response times (Deane, 2009)), the 
location o f the Spirit o f Ireland’s proposed 18 wind farms across a wide geographical area 
along the West coast is also an important element in investigating the feasibility o f  a West 
o f Ireland pumped storage system. Basically, it is inevitable that a degree o f  wind power 
will be harnessed to pump the lower reservoir’s water capacity. Utilising the harnessed 
wind energy to power the pumped storage system will facilitate a flow  in the grid o f  
constant renewable energy as well as providing significant steps towards reaching the 
government target o f  40% o f Ireland’s electricity from renewable sources by 2020 (Melia,
2010). It has to be pointed out that electrical back-up is essential to facilitate pumping 
during calm days.
Studies from the Spirit o f Ireland (2009a) indicate that proposals for the initiatives’ energy 
targets required the construction o f  2500 wind turbines o f  3 MW output located across a 
wide geographical region. Constructing these 2500 turbines would consume approximately 
1% o f the Irish land mass (Spirit o f  Ireland, 2009a), However, with development o f  larger 
wind turbines such as Enercon’s E-126- which has a rated power output o f  6MW
(Enercon, 2007)- the number o f  installed turbines to power the pumped storage system can 
be significantly reduced.
When taking into account the output from the wind farms in addition to the vast amounts 
o f land required, the integration o f  wind energy into large-scale projects such as the Spirit 
o f Ireland’s proposed pumped storage system is an effective method o f  maximising the 
inherent potential energy along the West coast o f  Ireland. The role o f  wind farms in a 
wind-powered pumped storage system is depicted in Figure 2.4. The image portrays the 
wind farms connection to the pumped storage system where the wind farms generated 
power is utilised to pump seawater to the higher reservoir.
Figure 2.4: Proposed wind-powered pum ped  storage system setup (Spirit o f  Ireland,
2009c)
The harnessing o f  wind energy harnessing in Ireland is increasing. This is evident in the 
cases o f  the proposed introduction o f  a further 250 wind farms, with the majority situated 
along the West coast (Melia, 2010). The current number o f  117 wind farms is being 
increased as the Government aim to reach 2020 targets. As this w ill inevitably lead to large 
levels o f  wasted energy, the author contends that achievement o f  sustainable development
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may not be feasible without a control system such as a pumped storage system to regulate 
the energy harnessed by the wind.
2.7 Conclusion
Pumped storage has evolved into a mature technology since its introduction in the 1890’s. 
This evolution is evidenced by the advancements in the design variables o f  its 
components- which have increased efficiency ratings- and the system itself. As it is 
expected that pumped storage popularity is about to rise, it is a fair argument that current 
decisions made regarding pumped storage may shape the way electricity is utilised for 
years to come. With regards Ireland’s electricity generation, allowing a wind-powered 
pumped storage system to provide for peak loads whilst the existing generating plants 
operate at optimum efficiency to supply base load power is an improved means o f  
supplying electricity and is at least a step in the right direction. Pumped storage’s 
comparatively low  generation capacity is quite surprising particularly when storage 
capacity and cost effectiveness are taken into account. Furthermore, the system’s ability to 
balance the electrical load and provide a means o f  controlling renewable energy are factors 
which are likely to encourage a higher generating capacity from pumped storage.
Findings from the research indicate that a West o f  Ireland pumped storage system is 
extremely feasible. The W est’s topography and wind resources, the possibility o f  
integrating wind-power and sea-water into the technology ensures that- should the project 
be executed successfully- the system will be viewed as an exemplar for future pumped 
storage developments. The utilisation o f the renewable wind resource also bodes 
favourably for the Governments outlined 2020 targets. Additionally, the reduction in 
pressure on the grid also contributes to the pro-pumped storage argument, which is an 
extremely positive aspect especially when considering the existing Irish grids difficulty 
with renewable integration.
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Chapter 3 -  Site Selection
3.1 Introduction
Central to investigating the feasibility o f  a W est o f  Ireland pum ped storage system is the 
identification and analysis o f  suitable sites w ithin the area. The aim  o f  this practice is to 
identify the m ost applicable site for a large scale W est o f  Ireland wind-powered pum ped 
storage system. This chapter’s purpose is to outline the process taken in analysing suitable 
sites for the pumped storage system to be located. Factors that w ill be discussed include 
the W est o f  Ireland’s suitability to the project, the site identification measures that were 
practiced plus the different param eters that were deemed appropriate for the site selection 
process.
3.2 W hy the W est of Ireland?
There are major opportunities for innovative, wind-powered pum ped storage system in the 
W est o f  Ireland due to the vast wind resource in the area (as illustrated in Figure 3.1) and 
the suitability o f  many U-shaped valleys which have the ability to act as higher reservoirs 
(Spirit o f Ireland, 2009a). A ttached in the appendix is a W ind Speed M ap o f  the mean 
wind speeds at 100m across Ireland. It indicates towards num erous regions along the 
Atlantic coast- both  onshore and offshore- where m ean wind speeds are in excess o f  
21.3mph. From this map, the w ind speeds between Ireland’s East and W est coasts can be 
compared. It is interpreted that the only regions to harness w ind o f the aforementioned 
speeds is in the W icklow M ountains. However, the feasibility o f  seaw ater pumped storage 
system in this area is mitigated as the site is deem ed to be too far inland to utilise the Irish 
Sea as a lower reservoir (Spirit o f  Ireland, 2009a). Furtherm ore the W est o f  Ireland boasts 
‘a high ratio o f wind to  calm days’ (Ireland W ind Turbine, 2010) which lessens the 
intensity o f the intermittency. The volum e o f the wind in the W est o f  Ireland is also high 
(Ireland W ind Turbine, 2010) which will ensure that harnessing the source will be easier. 
Currently, there are 23 Connaught-based wind farms connected to the electrical grid
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(M elia, 2010). Therefore, due to the high volum e o f  wind resources, it is inevitable that 
significant amounts o f  power can be harnessed by the 23 farms plus the proposed 46 new  
wind farms planned to be connected by 2020 (Melia, 2010) as “wind will be blowing 
somewhere all the tim e” (Larson, 2009). Figure 3.1 highlights the Regional Distribution o f  
Renewable Capacity where Galway and M ayo are categorised as N orth West. It reinforces 
the opinion that the West o f  Ireland is the optimum location for harnessing renewable 
sources o f energy.
SOUTH EAST
l6%
SOUTH WEST
3 0 %
NORTH WEST
35%
NORTH EAST
4%
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WEST
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MIDLANDS
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Figure 3.1: Regional Distribution o f  Renewable Capacity (EirGrid, 2008a)
Table 3.1 enables Connaught’s w ind probability to be studied. The figure illustrates that 
the average wind probability across 12 m onths for province is 43%, w ith M arch being the 
month where the intensity o f  wind is at its highest. This again compares favourably to the 
W icklow M ountains area where the wind probability rating is significantly lower at 16% 
(W ind Finder, 2010a). However, w hen comparing Connaught’s w ind probability data to
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the statistics attainable from the A ran Islands, the vast potential for harnessing offshore 
wind is evident. Table 3.2 shows that the wind probability is significantly higher in this 
area. Further to this, it is also evident that the average wind speeds at the Aran Islands are 
higher than those in the Connaught region, which is a favourable asset to possess w hen it 
comes to the rated speed o f w ind turbines (Energy Bible, 2008). W ind turbines rated 
speed- “the minimum wind speed at w hich the wind turbine will generate its designated 
rated power”- is in the 25-35mph region (Energy Bible, 2008). Therefore, due to the wind 
speeds and probability, the consensus is formed that the W est o f  Ireland is the optim um  
area in Ireland to harness wind energy.
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Table 3.1: Connaught Wind Statistics (W ind Finder, 2010b)
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Table 3.2: Aran Isles Wind Statistics (W ind Finder, 2010c)
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In terms o f utilising the pumped storage system as a regulator and as a tool to export 
energy, Figure 3.2 indicates that there is scope to harness offshore w ind energy and export 
the energy to areas with lesser inherent w ind resources. This image portrays the European 
w ind resources where it is visible that the W est Coast o f  Ireland possesses the best source 
o f w ind energy in Europe along w ith Scotland and the Scandinavian region where wind 
speeds in excess o f 8.5m/s are recorded along the sea coasts. The W est o f Ireland has the 
resource to facilitate maximum penetration o f  w ind energy which w ill ensure that the 
region has a critical role to play in a ‘Super Grid’ (M ainstream Renew able Power, 2010).
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Wind Resources at 50 (45) m Above Ground Level 
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Figure 3.2: W ind M ap o f  Europe (W ind Atlas, 2006)
Wind availability is an important aspect o f  this particular project as the resource w ill be 
harnessed to power the pumped storage system. Taking the pre-discussed wind availability 
and the proposed 250 wind farms (Melia, 2010) into account, the harnessing o f  wind 
energy is not deemed to be a disrupting issue in terms o f ascertaining the feasibility o f  a 
West o f Ireland pumped storage system and w ill therefore be excluded from the 
parameters o f  the site selection process.
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Further innovation in the pumped storage area is feasible in the West o f  Ireland. This 
innovation stems from the existence o f  U-shaped valleys along the west coast. These 
valleys were created during the ice age (McDonald, 2010) and can be utilised as the 
pumped storage Systems higher reservoir while the Atlantic Ocean takes the role as the 
lower reservoir- similar to the work done at the Okinawa Pumped Storage System  
(Fujihara et al., 1998). Locating suitable sites was the goal o f  the mapping research carried 
out in the site selection process. The next section o f  this chapter is a synopsis o f  this study 
along the West coast o f  Connaught.
3.3 M apping analysis
The first step that was taken in the Site Selection Process was to study the topography o f  
the West coast o f Ireland. This was done by using Google Earth extensively. The 
programme enabled a clear view  o f  shape o f  West coast valleys to be attainable. At this 
stage o f the process the main factors that were taken into account were the physical shape 
o f the valleys and the distance to the Ocean which are important elements when it comes 
to reservoir suitability (Statkraft, n.d.) and losses (Azevado et al., 2008). From this, the 
five best sites (i.e. sites with suitable bowl-shape features located as near to the sea as 
possible) within the Galway and Mayo area were selected to be subject to a scoring system  
that will determine the most suitable site for the pumped storage system. Figure 3.3 
illustrates the sites locations in context o f  the Connaught region. The sites are introduced 
in J3.4.
Figure 3.3: Sites in context (Google Earth, n.d.)
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3.4 Introduction to sites
The first two sites- portrayed in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5- that w ere selected for study are 
in the Achill area o f  Co. Mayo. The area possesses steep topography characteristics 
coupled with a “relatively uniform  upland m oor appearance” (Mayo County Council, 
2008a). Achill Island itse lf is renowned for its constantly visible coastline (M ayo County 
Council, 2008a). Site 1 is located at Keel West, Achill, Co. M ayo whilst the Site 2 is 
situated at Corraun Hill, Achill, Co. Mayo. Site 1 is located 2.3km from the sea at an 
elevation o f  187m whilst Site 2 is situated 2.9km from the sea at an elevation o f 178m. 
Enclosing the whole valley would provide an estim ated 225 x 106 m 3 o f storage capacity 
for Site 1 and 350 x  106 m 3.
Figure 3.4: Site 1 (Google Earth, n.d.)
Figure 3.5: Site 2 (Google Earth, n.d.)
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The third selected site is situated on the Clew Bay coastal area, near Newport, Co. M ayo 
(see Figure 3.6). W ith regards topography, the ground is tilted tow ards Clew  Bay (Mayo 
County Council, 2008a). This particular site is located at Carheenbrack, Newport, Co. 
Mayo. Full enclosure o f  the valley would yield an estim ated 775 x  106 m 3 o f  storage. The 
site is located 2.75km from the sea at an elevation o f  116m
Figure 3.6: Site 3 (Google Earth, n.d.)
Site 4 (see Figure 3.7) is located at K illary H arbour in the Southwest M ountain M oorlands 
o f  Co. Mayo. Typical features o f  the area include “smooth steep slopes, broad valleys and 
ridge top plateaux” (Mayo County Council, 2008a). Erecting the dam across the open end 
o f  the valley w ill provide a storage capacity o f  480 x 106 m3. The site is located 1.8km 
from the sea at an elevation o f  190m.
Figure 3.7: Site 4 (Google Earth, n.d.)
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Site 5 (Figure 3.8) is located in the W est o f  Galway’s Connem ara region which is an area 
that possesses landscape o f “outstanding value rating” (Galway County Council, 2009). 
The site is located at the Twelve Pins, Connemara, and 6.5km from  the sea. The elevation 
o f the site is 170m. Enclosure o f the entire valley would facilitate in excess o f  1,800 x 106
Figure 3.8: Site 5 (Google Earth, n.d.)
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3.5 Parameters
Once the five potential sites were selected, the next step o f  the site selection process 
required a scoring system to be drawn up o f  different param eters that w ere relevant in 
investigating the feasibility o f  a pum ped storage system at each site. The scoring system 
would enable the m ost suitable site to be identified. Its structure was weighted in order to 
prioritise the most important elements o f  a pumped storage project. Therefore, to facilitate 
the weighted m arking scheme, the scoring system was constructed o f  primary and 
secondary factors. The param eters selected as prim ary factors were chosen due to the 
effect on the technical aspect o f  the project. The primary factors that were selected are as 
follows:
• Topography
• Head
• Distance from sea
• Generating Capacity
• Accessibility
• Grid Connection
Topography is defined as “the shape or configuration o f  the land” (M ichigan D epartm ent 
o f  Technology, D epartm ent & Budget, 2010). Therefore, topography was deem ed to be a 
Primary Factor in the site selection process as the requirem ent for a seawater pumped 
storage system is a U-shaped valley or similar to act as the pumped storage system ’s 
higher reservoir (Spirit o f  Ireland, 2009a). W ith regards H ead being chosen as a Prim ary 
Factor, it is outlined by Hamill (2001), that the factor is a fundamental element o f  pumped 
storage systems which enables the turbines to be activated.
The setup o f this particular pum ped storage system w ill require the penstocks to be 
installed between the higher reservoir in the selected valley and the low er reservoir’s 
seawater, as seen in conventional pumped storage systems (Figure 2.1). M inim ising the 
length o f these penstocks will contribute to an overall efficiency rating o f  the system. This 
is due to “the head loss for fluid flow is directly proportional to the length o f  the pipe” 
(Moore, 2004). Therefore, the distance from the reservoir to the turbine is important. In
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addition, the distance from the sea to the higher reservoir is an im portant elem ent w hen it 
comes to energy loss. Further to this, the generating capacity is also included as a  prim ary 
factor.
From a feasibility o f  construction point o f view, ease o f  access and egress to the selected 
sites will be an im portant aspect during the construction works (Bureau o f  Labour 
Statistics, 2009). The final Prim ary Factor is Grid Connection where the optimum m eans 
o f  grid connection will be analysed in co-ordinance with EirGrid’s Grid25 strategy.
A m aximum o f 10 points can be awarded to Primary Factors (higher points aw arded to 
m ost preferable site).
The direction o f  the Secondary Factors was focused on the im pact on the social pillar o f 
sustainability. These factors are:
• Land Use
• Social Setting
• Landscape
These elements are included in the marking scheme as it is accepted that the construction 
o f a pumped storage system w ill im pact the aforem entioned param eters (Asian 
Developm ent Bank, 2001). Therefore, it is desired to minimise these effects through the 
selection o f the optimum site for the project.
A  maximum o f 8 points is allocated for Secondary Factors (higher points awarded to m ost 
preferable site).
Awarded points w ill be tabulated to identify the m ost suitable site in J3.6.
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3.5.1 Topography
Favourable topography is a prerequisite requirement to initiate planning procedures o f  a 
pumped storage system (Deane et al., 2010). The purpose o f  including this parameter is to 
locate the valley which embodies maximum natural enclosure from the valley walls. In 
other words, minimising the requirement for dam construction is the ideal scenario. Dams 
are to be erected at the open end o f  the valley however some valleys may require 
additional structural reinforcement at different areas o f  the valley walls. An ideal valley 
would possess a flat base to facilitate larger storage capability. The following is an analysis 
o f the topography o f  the selected sites and description how the selected sites compare to 
the outlined template.
Utilising Site 1 as a pumped storage system higher reservoir would entail a high degree o f  
construction work to be carried out. The valley consists o f two hanging valleys joining 
above the lake while the lakes existence creates a difficulty in establishing the nature o f  the 
valleys floor. Topographically, this valley embodies the ability to act as 50% o f  enclosure 
required o f a higher reservoir in a pumped storage system- i.e. full enclosure on the north­
west side o f  the valley while the sloping sides o f  the south-west/north-east elevations will 
require additional enclosure. Dam construction w ill be required parallel to the hanging 
valley on the south-east side o f  the valley.
Similarly, Site 2 consists o f  a number o f  hanging valleys. This north facing valley 
possesses the ability o f  full enclosure on the south-side o f the valley while the east and 
west facing elevations slope downwards, which will require dam construction to for full 
enclosure. The valley’s open face is on the north side which will require dam construction 
along to enclose this section. Again, this valley provides approximately 50% o f the 
enclosure required for the pumped storage system higher reservoir. This valley possesses a 
flatter base which w ill facilitate greater storage capacity than previously seen in Site 1.
Site 3 possesses extremely favourable topography. The north, east and west sides o f the 
valley are completely enclosed leaving only the open end o f  the valley to be enclosed. 
Further to this, the flat valley floor provides opportunity to greater storage capabilities. The
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only drawback o f  this site is the fact that the areas o f the valley w here differences in height 
are evident which may require reinforcing dam construction.
The topography o f  Site 4 is also extremely favourable for facilitating a higher reservoir 
construction project. The north, south and west sides o f  the site facilitate a full enclosure, 
however the height o f  the south valley side is considerably low er than the north valley 
side. Depending on the setup o f  the higher reservoir on the site, this may require dam 
construction to reinforce the enclosure capability o f  this side. Otherwise, the only dam 
construction that will be required is on the east facing open end o f  the valley. This valleys 
floor is narrower that Site 3 ’s which justifies its slightly lower score (see Table 3.3).
The topography o f Site 5 requires the open face o f  the valley to be enclosed. There are a 
number o f hanging valleys in the east valley side which w ill provide further storage 
capacity. Effectively, the site consists o f  only two valley sides w hich jo in- giving the 
valley a V-shape when looking at the plan view. Due to this the site is deem ed inferior-in 
terms o f  topography- than Site 3 which possesses a large open area. Other than this minor 
detail, the valley possesses a wide open area towards the open-end o f  the valley.
Considering these elements, the following points were awarded to the relevant sites:
1 Site i Points
Site 1 6
Site 2 6.5
Site 3 9
Site 4 8.5
Site 5 8.5
Table 3.3: Topography Scores
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3.5.2 Head
Bryan (2009) reports that ‘the ideal operating head’ for pum ped storage systems is 
between 500 and 700m. However, in the same article, Bryan outlines that a head o f  400m 
would suffice for a pumped storage system. Therefore, to gain the full 10 points allocated 
for this parameter, sites head should be 400m or above. The m arking scheme is as follows:
I Head Recorded Points A w arded
>400m 10
350-399m 9
300-349m 8
250-299m 7
200-249m 6
150-199m 5
<150m 4
Table 3.4: H ead  M arking Scheme
The following sections outline the head o f  the selected sites and the scores awarded.
W ith regards Site 1, the existence o f  Lough Acorrymore in this valley m akes it difficult to 
ascertain the topography o f the valley base but also to ascertain the height o f  the lowest 
point o f  the valley. However, Ordnance Survey Ireland’s ‘D iscovery Series’ map number 
30 (n.d.) outlines that Lough A ccrrym ore’s height is 187m above sea-level. Similarly, the 
presence o f Lakes in the valley at Site 2 m akes it difficult to ascertain the true head o f  the 
site. However, in the same aforem entioned mapping series, it is interpreted that Lough 
Laur is the lowest point o f the valley at 178m above sea-level.
Again, Ordnance Survey Ireland’s ‘D iscovery Series’ m ap num ber 30 (n.d.) was utilised to 
ascertain the head o f Site 3. The m ap indicates a  head o f  116m for this site. From the 
Ordnance Survey Ireland’s ‘D iscovery Series’ m ap number 37 (n.d.), the lowest point o f 
Site 4 was deem ed to be 190m. From the same map, the head o f  Site 5 was deemed to be 
170m. The following is a synopsis o f  these parameters results:
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Site Head Points
Site 1 187m 5
Site 2 178m 5
Site 3 116m 4
Site 4 190m 5
Site 5 170m 5
Table 3.5: H ead Score
3.5.3 Distance
For this project, penstocks w ill be required to be installed underground to facilitate the 
flow  o f w ater from reservoir to ocean and vice versa. H ead losses in these pipes w ill be 
proportional to the distance o f  these penstocks (Pacific Pump &  Power, 2008). Therefore, 
maximising efficiency will entail selecting a site as close to the lower reservoir (the 
Ocean) as possible. The Spirit o f  Ireland initiative have outlined that suitable valleys for 
the groups proposed pum ped storage system are l-2km  from  the sea (Spirit o f  Ireland, 
2009a). This distance will act as a tem plate for the m arking scheme for this parameter. The 
m arking scheme is as follows:
Distance Points
Kecordcd Awarded
<2km 10
2-4km 8
4-6km ’ 6 ;
6-8km 4
>8km 2
Table 3.6: Distance M arking Scheme
To ascertain accurate figures, it was im portant to establish an intake point for each site, 
which was decided as the lowest point o f  each valley. D istances w ere recorded by utilising 
Survey Ireland’s ‘Discovery Series’ map numbers 30 and 37 (n.d.; n.d.).
Site 1 
Site 2
2.3km 8
2.9km 8
Site 3 2.75km 8
Site 4 1.8km 10
Site 5 6.5km 4
Table 3.7: D istances to Sea
However, the location o f the intake pipe will be at an area approxim ately 500m from  the 
shoreline and at a depth o f  600m sim ilar to works carried out at Sahl Hasheesh in Egypt
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(Elsafty & Saeid, 2009). Locating the intake pipe at this point w ill enable the fluctuations 
o f  tides in the sea to be overcome.
3.5.4 Generating C apacity  
The rated generating capacity o f  each site is an important element o f  the site selection 
process as it determines the output power o f  the pumped storage system. The following 
marking scheme was formulated for this parameter:
O u tp u t (M W )
r
Points A w arded
>  1500 10
1200-1499 9
1000*1199 8
800-999 6
600-799 5
4 0 0 -5 9 9 4
<399 3
Table 3.8: Generating Capacity M arking Scheme
The generating capacity is calculated as:
Pow = tv p- g. h. Q
Where:
Pow =  rated generating power 
p =  density o f water (kg/m ) 
g  = gravitation constant (m/s2)
Q = rated generating flow  (m3/s) 
h = rated generating head (m) 
r\ = efficiency (taken as 0.90)
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The density o f w ater was taken as 1000kg/m3, while the gravitation constant was taken as 
9.81 m/s2. The static head was previously calculated for each site in  J3.5.2. However, to 
determine the flow rate for each site, the capacity o f  each site was divided by a selected 
flow  rate. An example o f  this calculation is illustrated as:
Site 1:
Say Q= 50m3/s
(225 x  106 m 3) / (50m 3/s) =  4 x 106 seconds
4 x  106 seconds/ 3600 = 1111 hrs (46 days)
Essentially this means that it w ould take 46 days for the higher reservoir at Site 1 to empty 
which was deemed to be excessive for cycle duration, especially when considering the 
inform ation illustrated in Figure 3.9 (McKeogh, 2007). It highlights the Ireland’s peak 
demands and how a  pum ped storage system can provide for said loads. It indicates that 
these peak loads are at 9.30am - 2.00pm  and from  5.00pm -  8.00pm. To provide for these 
loads a pumping period o f 5.5 hours is required to refill the released w ater during the peak 
load. It is anticipated that this 5.5 hour period may need to be extended due to extra 
demands from interconnectors. However, the 46 day period provides scope to increase the 
flow rate to provide for these peak demands and interconnectors. Therefore, a flow  rate o f  
390m3/s can be utilised for each site (as calculations deem ed em ptying periods o f  all sites
excessive) to ascertain each site’s generating capacity. This flow  rate is identical to the
exemplary Dinorwig pumped storage system which is one o f  the w orld’s largest pumped 
storage systems.
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Figure 3.9: Peak Loads & Pum ped Storage (.McKeogh, 2007)
To integrate head loss into the generating capacity equation, an estimate o f  5% was made 
for the factor. Therefore, the recorded head in J3.5.2 will be reduced by 5% when 
integrated into the equation. This is where pumped storage systems as net consumers o f  
energy comes in as for pumping the estimate o f  5% would have been added to head. The 
generating capacity o f each site is calculated as follows:
Site 1:
Powe ll p. g. h. Q
=  (.9) (1000kg/m3) (9.81 m/s2) (178m) (390m3/s) 
— 612,909kW  
= 613MW
Site 2:
Pow= T). p. g. h. Q
=  (.9) (1000kg/m3) (9.81 m/s2) (169m) (390m3/s) 
= 581,919kW  
= 582MW
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Pow= t|- P- & h. Q
= (.9) (1000kg/m3) (9.81 m/s2) (110m) (390m 3/s) 
= 378,764kW  
= 379M W
Site 3:
Site 4:
Pow= Ti. p. g. h. Q
= (.9) (1000kg/m3) (9.81 m/s2) (180m) (390m3/s) 
= 619,795kW  
=  620M W
Site 5:
Pow=Tl. p. g. h. Q
= (.9) (1000kg/m3) (9.81 m /s2) (161m) (390m3/s) 
=  554,372kW  
= 554M W
These outputs and awarded points are tabulated in Table 3.9:
Site
O u tp u t
(M W ) Points
Site 1 613 5
Site 2 582 4
Site 3 379 3
Site 4 620 5
Site 5 554 4
Table 3.9: Site Outputs
As can be seen from these results, it each individual site does not possess enough 
generating capacity to be considered as large scale. However, constructing pumped storage 
systems at a num ber o f  these sites can provide the desired 1500MW for this project.
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The 390 m 3/s flow  rate ensures that w ater will leave the higher reservoir at a com paratively 
higher rate than other reservoirs. The hourly W est o f  Ireland w ind speeds in Figure 3.10 
indicates high wind speeds during the early hours which correspond with the pumping 
period illustrated in Figure 3.9. The intermittency o f the wind, as evident in Figure 3.10, 
will inevitably lead to occasions where there is not enough wind to pum p the w ater during 
this time. Therefore, to eliminate this risk, the design o f  the pum ped storage system will 
incorporate power from conventional generation plants to be used only when necessary.
The data from Figure 3.10 raises an issue over the high wind speed during the 5.00pm - 
8.00pm peak demand. The use o f reversible pump turbines, w hich are commonly utilised, 
would be ineffective as these high wind speeds cannot be utilised to pum p the w ater while 
the machine is acting as a turbine. Therefore, the use o f  separate pumps and turbines are 
suggested. In periods o f high wind speeds, there is also the option to connect the winds 
power directly to the electrical grid which will eliminate efficiency losses.
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Figure 3.10: West o f  Ireland Wind Speeds (W ind Finder, 201 Od)
The amount o f  wind energy that can be harnessed for pumping can be estimated by 
analysing the current 14.4% renewable penetration figure. Considering that in excess o f 
150MW installed wind capacity w ithin M ayo, Galway and Sligo (IW EA, 2010), it can be
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estimated that future 60% renewable penetration w ill require 600M W  installed wind 
capacity within these counties. This extrapolated figure is in the correct region for the 
outputs o f  each o f  the individual sites. However, connecting a num ber o f  these sites to the 
electrical grid will require increased wind penetration. O therwise, power from existing 
conventional generation plants will be used extensively which would not be beneficial for 
achieving renewable energy targets.
3.5.5 Accessibility
To determine the marking scheme for the accessibility segm ent o f  the scoring system, it 
was necessary to study the status o f  the existing roads surrounding the sites. As all o f  the 
selected sites are located in rural areas which ensured that the need to integrate 
Motorways, Dual Carriageways and Primary Roads into the marking scheme was 
eliminated. Therefore, the following m arking scheme was formulated:
I Road Class Points Awarded j
Site accessible via National Secondary Rd. 10
Site accessible via Regional Rd. 8
Site Accessible via Third Class Rd. 6
Inferior Rds. 4
Table 3.10: Accessibility M arking Scheme
Ordnance Survey Ireland’s ‘D iscovery Series’ map number 30 and 37 (n.d.; n.d.) were 
utilised in combination with Ordnance Survey Ireland’s m ap view er (n.d.) for this study. 
Awarded marks are subject to adjustment depending on the distance o f the site from the 
road and any com bination with ‘Tracks’ or ‘Other Roads’.
Site 1 is accessible via the R319- a regional road, illustrated in Figure 3.11- which runs 
through Achill Island. Under the term s o f  the marking scheme, the presence o f a road o f 
this class in the area would m erit 8 points being awarded. However, the existence o f a 
passageway, term ed ‘other road’ in Ordnance Survey Ireland’s ‘Discovery Series’ map 
number 30 (n.d.), ensures that a m aximum 10 points are awarded to this site as vehicles 
can gain direct access to the site. There are no other feasible means o f  access to the site.
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Figure 3.11: Access to Site 1 (Ordnance Survey Ireland, n.d.)
Figure 3.12 illustrates the most feasible means o f access to Site 2. The Third Class Road, 
represented by the yellow road in Figure 3.12, runs to the West, South and South-East o f  
the site while the aforementioned R319 runs to the sites North and North-East The 
proposed route is to direct vehicles along the Third Class Road where a track, (illustrated 
in Ordnance Survey Ireland’s ‘Discovery Series’ map number 30), can direct vehicles 
relatively close to the site- where the site setup should facilitate an appropriate means o f  
access to the site itself. In terms o f  egress, there is an option to continue along the 
aforementioned broken line which will gain access to the R319 o f  alternatively, vehicle 
can be redirected out onto the Third Class Road via the same track utilised in accessing the 
site. Under the terms o f  the marking scheme, 6 marks are to be awarded to sites accessible 
via a Third Class Road. However, the track eliminates the requirement to construct a new  
means o f access to the site in the sense that contractors can improve the condition o f  this 
track. Therefore, 7 marks are awarded for this aspect o f  this site.
r
Figure 3.12: Access to Site 2 (Ordnance Survey Ireland, n.d.)
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Figure 3.13 illustrates Site 3 as outlined in Ordnance Survey Ireland’s m ap viewer (n.d.). 
The site is accessible via the N59, represented by the green and w hite road to the south o f  
the site. A passageway, term ed ‘other road’ which w ill gain access to tracks w hich w ill 
provide access into the valley as outlined in Ordnance Survey Ireland’s ‘D iscovery Series’ 
map number 30 (n.d.). As the site is accessible via the National Secondary Road a full 10 
marks should be awarded for this aspect. However, as the N ational Secondary R oad only 
provides access to w ithin 2km o f  the open end o f  the valley. Therefore, two points are 
deducted. However, a further point is awarded for the access provided by both the ‘other 
road’ and the track which brings the tally awarded back to  the m axim um  10 points.
Carrowbeg 
Figure 3.13: Access fo r  Site 3
The most feasible means o f  access to Site 4 (Figure 3.14) is via the R335 which is to  the 
east o f  the site. There are tracks and ‘other roads’ in-situ at the open end o f  the valley; 
however-unlike similar roadways in Site 3- these do not facilitate access into the valley. 
Therefore, 8 marks are awarded as the site is accessible via a Regional Road. This road 
only provides access to within 1km o f the valley entrance w hich justifies one point being 
deducted. Therefore, prior to construction work on this site a new  access route m ust be 
constructed.
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Figure 3.14: Access to Site 4
Access to Site 5 (Figure 3.15) w ill be by means o f  utilising the National Secondary Road 
(N59) to the south o f  the site. From here, vehicle can access the site via the Third Class 
Road which w ill gain access to the open end o f the valley and essentially to the site 
entrance. Accessing the site via the National Secondary Road justifies 8 points being 
awarded for this aspect. Further to this, as the site is further accessible via a Third Class 
Road, a maximum 10 points is awarded for this parameter.
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Figure 3.15: Access to Site 5 (Ordnance Survey Ireland, n.d.)
The following figure tabulates the points awarded for this parameter.
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Site 1 10
Site 2 7
Site 3 10
Site 4 7
Site 5 10
Table 3.11: Accessibility Score
3.5.6 Grid Connection
Central to the feasibility o f  a W est o f  Ireland pum ped storage system will be the ability o f 
Ireland’s electrical grid to transm it the power around the country. The revam ping o f  the 
existing electical grid will be discussed in Chapter 4, however the suggested means o f grid 
connection at this point is to establish a 400kV line from  each site to Rush N orth Beach, 
Co. Dublin- which is the location o f  the East-W est interconnector (EirGrid, 2008b) - to 
facilitate power transm ission and exporting. Therefore, to allocate scores for this 
parameter, the issue that is being analysed is the shortest distance from  the selected sites to 
Rush N orth Beach, Co. Dublin. EirGrid have allow ed for 800km for extra high voltage 
transm ission lines (>220kV) w ith 400kV outlined to be installed from the Dublin grid to 
the Belfast grid. This length o f  this line is estim ated to be in the 120km region. Therefore, 
another 680km o f extra high voltage transm ission lines is allowed for. W ith this under 
consideration, the following m arking scheme was drawn up for this param eter:
Table 3.12: D istance M arking Scheme
>68 lkm  0
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Google Earth was utilised to calculate the distances. The results are tabulated below:
Site 1 273.5km 6
Site 2 253km 6
Site 3 239.6km 6
Site 4 243km 6
Site 5 251.5km 6
Table 3.13: G rid Connection D istances
Grid Connection will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 4.
3.5.7 Land Cover
How the land is utilised in the areas o f  the selected sites is an integral element in 
mitigating the effects o f  the pumped storage system on the surrounding inhabitants. 
Ideally, the construction o f  the pumped storage system should be in areas o f  land on Tow 
importance’, i.e. where land is not used for Agricultural, Forestry or similar purposes. 
Furthermore, the construction and resultant operation o f  the pumped storage system should 
have minimum impact on its surroundings. With this in mind, the following marking 
scheme was formulated.
Land Use Points A w arded P reference
Peat Bog 8
Most
Preferable
Areas o f  
Vegetation 6
Forestry 4
Agriculture 2
Least
Preferable
Table 3.14: L and Use M arking Scheme
Peat Bog Areas are the most preferable as such areas are o f  marginal use for farming and 
the land covers widespread areas in Galway and Mayo. With regards the 6 points awarded 
for sites located in vegetation areas, it is accepted that vegetation should be preserved 
(Collier County, 2009) however; it is deemed there are more pressing issues in agriculture 
and forestry in this instance. As forestry land cover in Ireland is only 12.6% (EPA, 2010)- 
which stands as one o f  Europe’s lowest tree cover portions (EPA, 2006) it was felt that if
possible, these areas should be avoided as it forests have a role to play in lim iting carbon 
emissions (EPA, 2006). Finally, due to the im portance o f  agriculture with regards 
employment and exporting (Teagasc, 2010), it was decided that 2 points are awarded for 
sites located within agriculture land cover.
D epicted in Figure 3.16 is a section o f  the Co. M ayo Corine Land Cover. From the visual, 
the land types are attainable. W ith regards Site 1, it is evident that the predom inant land 
type in the area is Peat Bog, which m erits a m aximum 8 points, w hile there is evidence o f 
a beach to the south o f  the site which may be affected by the laying o f penstocks from  the 
higher reservoir to the Ocean. However, as there are alternative beaches on the island, the 
award o f the full 8 points for this site is not compromised.
Similarly, the principal land cover at Site 2 is Peat Bog. However, the presence o f  a 
Coniferous Forest to the north o f  the site- at the open end o f  the valley- mitigates the 
suitability o f  this site in  this instance. Therefore, it is required to  reduce the points awarded 
from the maximum 8 points to  a  com prom ised m ark o f  6. A  hybrid o f land cover is again 
evident in the case o f  Site 3 at Carheenbrack. At the open end o f  the valley- where the site 
is accessible- it is apparent that Arable Land is present w hich represents agricultural 
practices. However, the land at the valley itself is currently covered by Coniferous Forest 
and Arable land. The land cover and its anticipated uses in the agricultural and forestry 
industries indicate that this particular site is not the m ost suitable for a pumped storage 
system in this respect. W ith these elements taken into account, a compromised mark o f  3 
was awarded.
Again fusion o f  land cover is apparent for Site 4 at K illary Harbour. The valleys floor is 
covered by Arable Land and w hile a large segment o f  the fjord is covered by bare rock. 
The bare rock is ideal for this pum ped storage system as the use o f the land for other 
purpose is minimal. The presence o f  the rock merits 8 marks being awarded for this site; 
however the site suitability is m itigated by the existence o f  the Arable land. Therefore, a 
compromise is to be reached in  the award o f  the points therefore, 5 marks are awarded for 
this site.
Figure 3.16: M ayo L and Cover (Mayo County Council, 2008b)
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Figure 3.17 illustrates the Corine land cover o f Galway (Galway County Council, 2009). 
From this, it can be seen that the predominant land cover for the W est o f  Galway consists 
o f  Peat Bog cover. W hilst studying Site 5 ’s land cover, it is evident that the site is located 
within an areas consisting o f Peat Bog and Open Space/Sparse Vegetation. Construction o f 
the pumped storage system on this particular site should facilitate, as m uch as is 
reasonably possible, the preservation o f  the vegetation. Due to a combination o f  land cover 
in this site, a compromised mark o f  7 points was awarded for this site.
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Figure 3.17: Galway L and  Cover (Galway County Council, 2009) 
The results for this parameter are tabulated below:
Site Points
Site 1 8
Site 2 6
Site 3 3
Site 4 5
Site 5 7
Table 3.15: Land Use Score
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3.5.8 Social Setting
The social impact o f  the construction o f  a pumped storage system is required to be studied 
w hen attempting to ascertain the feasibility o f such a project (Hydro4Africa, 2010). To 
determine accurate scores for this element o f  the scoring system, the following w ill be 
investigated w ith regards to each individual site:
• Population
•  Housing
The population in the area was deem ed to be included as it is desired to minim ise the 
quantity o f individuals affected by the works. Follow ing on from  this, the issue o f  housing 
enters the equation as any existing housing in  the valley w ill require dem olition prior to 
flooding. To determine the m arking scheme for this param eter, population and housing 
were marked individually w ith the awarded marks being the average score for each site. 
The following table indicates the template utilised for this m arking scheme.
1 Population j Score Houses Demolished | Score2 Preference [
< 6 0 0 8 0 8 Most preferable
601-1200 6 1-5 6
1201-1800 4 6-10 4
£1801 2 £11 2 Least preferable
Table 3.16: Social Setting M arking Scheme
Ordnance Survey Ireland’s m ap viewer was utilised to identify any houses which require 
demolition.
Site 1 is located at Keel, on the W estern tip o f  Achill Island. The population o f  K eel itself 
was not attainable; however the population o f  A chill Island as a whole is 2700. It is 
accepted that a large proportion o f  this population is not reside in the K eel area. However, 
as the site is located on the m ost W esterly section o f  the island, all traffic to the site m ust 
be directed through the Island which will affect a  large portion o f  this population. 
Additionally, studies o f  the OSI online digital mapping detected that one building w ill be 
required to be dem olished as it is deem ed to  be inside the boundaries o f  the higher
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reservoir. There are a num ber o f  houses to the south o f  the site which w ill be receptors o f  
disruption throughout the course o f  the construction works; however it is not anticipated 
that these houses w ill be required to be demolished.
W ith regard to Site 2, the area’s population was not attainable, however; the site location is 
addressed as Achill. Therefore, it was adjudicated that the A chill’s environs w ould be 
similar to the island’s population o f  2700. Again, it is estim ated that a large portion o f  
these individuals will not be heavy receptors o f  the projects works. In addition, no 
buildings will be required to be demolished on this site. The solitary sets o f  houses is 
located to the W est o f  the site and are merely deem ed to be heavy receptors to effects o f  
the projects work such as excessive, sustained heavy traffic, and dust arisings etc.
The population o f  the environs o f  Newport- the closest tow n to Site 3- is outlined to be 
1,736, which is a reduced figure to the populations dealt w ith at Sites 1 & 2. Again, there 
are no buildings that require at this site. 3 buildings are situated at the open end o f  the 
valley which w ill be extremely heavy receptors to the affects o f  the works.
No direct population was attainable for the Delphi area- the area o f  which Site 4 is located. 
The closest location that a population was attainable was Louisburgh, whose environs 
population stands at 755, w hich is significantly low er than population rates o f  environs 
surrounding o f  previous sites. Again, there is no requirem ent to  dem olish houses in  the 
area; however, 3 houses are located at the open end o f  the valley which w ill be heavy 
receptors to the affects o f  the works.
W ith regard to Site 5, the population o f  the C lifden environs is outlined to be 1,929 which 
is a  similar figure to the population o f  Site 3. W hilst studying the OSI online digital 
mapping, it was discovered that there were a num ber o f  buildings- located at the open end 
o f the valley- that will be extremely heavy receptors to the affects o f  the works. Also, there 
are a  large num ber o f  residencies to the south o f  the site that will also be disrupted by the 
works.
With these details taken into account, the following scores were formulated:
I Site Score
Site 1 4
Site 2 5
Site 3 6
Site 4 7
Site 5 5
Table 3.17: Social Setting Score
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3.5.9 Landscape
As landscape is a precious national asset (Galway County Council, 2009) it is desired that 
the construction o f a pumped storage system should not interfere with visual beauty o f  the 
area o f  construction. Both the Galway and Mayo County Councils have established the 
scenic views within their area (Galway County Council, 2009; Mayo County Council, 
2008b). Similar to the protected areas, proposed developments in such areas are to be 
assessed by the Councils. With regard to the marking scheme for this particular element o f  
the scoring system, the following was formulated.
Views Points A w arded Preference
No Significance 8 Most preferable
Scenic Views 4
Highly Scenic
Views 2 Least Preferable
Table 3.18: Landscape M arking Scheme
The scenic views map provided by the Mayo County Council (see appendix) outlines the 
scenic views in Co. Mayo. From this map, it is attainable that Site 1 is situated adjacent to 
a scenic route and a highly scenic view. In addition, it is illustrated that the site itself is an 
element o f  a scenic view. Similar readings occur in the case o f Site 2 whereby the seaward 
part o f the site is a component o f a scenic view. To the south o f  the site are a scenic route 
and a highly scenic view  which are not expected to be majorly affected by the works. With 
regards Site 3, studies o f  the scenic view  map deem the site to be highly scenic. Site 4 is 
also the subject o f  a highly scenic view.
Whilst studying the “Focal Points/Views” map provided by the Galway County Council 
(2009) (see appendix), it was discovered that Site 5 is entailed in a highly scenic view  due 
to its position within the Twelve Pins. The Galway County Council also provide mapping 
outlining the landscape values and the landscape sensitivity o f the county. From these, it is 
found that Site 5 located in areas o f  outstanding landscape value. This means that 
communities hold the area in high regard (Galway County Council, 2009) so therefore, 
development o f  a pumped storage system within these areas may be met with public 
resistance. With regard to landscape sensitivity, it was discovered that Site 5 is classed as
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“Unique Landscape Sensitivity”. Therefore, scope for accommodating a project in these 
areas without adversely affecting the landscape value is minimal. With this taken into 
account the following points were awarded for this section.
Site 1 4
Site 2 4
Site 3 2
Site 4 2
Site 5 2
Table 3.19: Landscape Score
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3.6 Scoring C a rd
The following table compiles all awarded scores for each site:
P ara  inctcr Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 Site 5
Primary ¡-'actors
Topography (10) 6 6.5 9 8.5 8.5
H ead (10) 5 5 4 5 5
Distance (10) 8 8 8 10 4
Capacity (10) 5 4 -> 5 4
Accessibility (10) 10 7 10 7 10
Grid Connection
(10) 6 6 6 6 6
Secondary I-actors
Land U se (8) 8 6 5 7
Social Setting (8) 4 5 6 7 5
Landscape ( 8) 4 4 2 2 2
TOTAL 56 51.5 51 55.5 51.5
Table 3.20: Scoring Card
From the awarded points from the critical analysis o f each site, the m ost suitable site o f  the 
selected sites for the pumped storage system is Site 1. The feasibility o f  a pum ped storage 
system at Site 4 is marginally lower. Site 2 is deem ed to be the third most feasible site as it 
possesses a higher generating capacity that Site 5, whilst Site 3 is the least feasible o f  the 
five selected sites.
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3.7 Ecological Setting
The fundamental role o f protected sites is to conserve important and valuable habitats 
(Galway County Council, 2009). Protected sites refer to Special Ares o f Conservation 
(SACs), National Heritage Areas (NHAs), and Special Protection Areas (SPAs), and are 
outlined by the National Parks and Wildlife Service (Galway County Council, 2009). 
Descriptions o f  these sites are as follows:
• SACs are protected areas which habitat “plants and animals species that are 
rare or threatened in Europe” (Galway County Council, 2009).
•  SPAs are designated to protect and conserve rare and/or threatened bird 
species (Galway County Council, 2009).
•  NHAs are outlined as the areas which “cover nationally important semi­
natural and natural habitats, landforms or geomorphilogical features, wild  
plant and animal species or a diversity o f  these natural attributes” (Galway 
County Council, 2009).
Illustrated in Figure 3.18 & Figure 3.19 are visuals o f  the protected sites within Co. Mayo 
and Co. Galway. As can be interpreted from these images, each o f  the selected sites are 
located in protected areas.
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Figure 3.18: M ayo Protected Areas (Mayo County Council, 2008b)
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Figure 3.19: Galway Protected Sites (Galway County Council, 2009)
The following table outlines the w hether or not the selected sites are within the boundaries 
o f protected areas:
| Site SACs NHAs SPAs
Site 1
Site 2
Site 3
Site 4
Site 5 V
Table 3.21: Sites and the Protected Areas
Furthermore, the National Parks & W ildlife Service map viewer indicate that all sites are 
located in Proposed Special Protection Areas.
M itigating the effects o f  the construction o f  the pumped storage system on the surrounding 
ecology and obtaining planning perm ission will require proposals to local authorities, 
D epartm ent o f  Environment, Heritage and Local Government and i f  necessary A n Bord
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Pleanala. In compliance w ith The Planning and Developm ent A ct 2000, Local Authorities 
should possess a Developm ent P lan for the jurisdiction through w hich planning 
applications will be analysed (National Parks and W ildlife Service, 2008a). As this 
pumped storage is a large scale project, an Environmental Im pact A ssessment will be 
required for planning permission to be granted (National Parks and W ildlife Service, 
2008a). Furthermore, it is likely that planning application will be referred to the M inister 
for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government as the author anticipates that the 
project will have “significant effects in relation to nature conservation” (National Parks 
and W ildlife Service, 2008b). Post Developm ent A pplications U nit analysis it m ay be 
requested by the Departm ent o f  Environment, H eritage and Local Government or the 
Departm ent may advise that special conditions should be included in the granting o f 
planning perm ission (National Parks and W ildlife Service, 2008a). W here ‘significant 
negative impacts on nature conservation may not be m itigated’ the Departm ent may advise 
the disapproval o f  planning permission, although is outlined to  be an ‘extrem e’ measure 
(National Parks and W ildlife Service, 2008a). Refusal o f planning perm ission can be 
appealed to A n Bord Pleanala who investigates appeals in an “open and im partial” manner.
For a project o f  this nature to be granted planning permission, it w ill be the duty o f  the 
relevant Local Authorities to “subject any plan to an Appropriate Assessment” where the 
authorisation o f  projects will depend on the nature o f  the affect o f  the work on the natural 
environm ent (Galway County Council, 2009). Further to this, development in SACs and 
SPAs m ust be in  compliance w ith the outlined M anagem ent Plans for the protected areas 
(Galway County Council, 2009).
The Corrib Gas Field D evelopm ent is relevant to this project due to its role in energy 
supply and its requirement o f  pipeline development in protected areas (Independent M edia 
Centre Ireland, 2010). Obtaining planning permission for the gas line required a plan o f 
development to be formulated which w ill include “the reasons behind the selection o f  the 
appropriate development option, and a comprehensive and technical outline o f  the project 
and how  it w ould operate” (Departm ent o f  Communications, Energy and Natural 
Resources, 2010b). The application for pipeline construction required the formulation o f 
an environmental impact statement. Conditions o f  the project required an Environmental
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M onitoring Group to be set up. Planning applications for the O nshore Term inal o f  the 
project was approved after an appeal to A n Bord Pleanala.
3.8 C onclusion
The main aim  o f  the site selection process was to identify the m ost suitable site for a large 
scale pumped storage system. U ltimately, due to the low  pow er output o f each site, the 
process failed to identify a site suitable for a large scale pum ped storage system; however 
the process enabled the author to  recognise a variation o f the original plan which will 
facilitate a  large pow er output onto the electrical grid. This variation focuses on 
constructing three pumped storage systems which would facilitate in excess o f  1500MW to 
be produced and would collectively act as a large scale project. The three sites in this setup 
are Site 1, Site 2 and Site 4 w hich contribute to an overall output o f  1815MW. This setup 
will be the subject o f  investigations into the feasibility o f  grid connection in Chapter 4.
The research in this chapter highlights the W est o f  Ireland as a location o f  excellent 
potential for developments w ithin the energy sector. The integration o f  com bined 
1815MW pumped storage systems w ithin the area would no doubt change the face o f  the 
existing market. Even constructing ju s t one o f  the five selected sites would have a 
significant im pact on the electrical grid. For example, i f  a pum ped storage system was to 
constructed at Site 1 solely, its 613M W  output would ensure the system would be 
considered to be in the same bracket as M oneypoint as one o f  the more significant plants 
in the country. Therefore, it may be prudent to construct one project at a tim e to  identify 
the effect o f its im pact and establish how  improvements can be made.
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Chapter 4 -  Grid Connection
4.1 Introduction
The electrical grid is an integral element to this project as it facilitates electricity 
transmission from the pumped storage systems. A 150% rise in demand over the past 20 
years has occurred contemporary to a lack o f investment in the electrical grid (EirGrid, 
2008a). Ireland’s TSO, EirGrid, have formulated a strategy, titled Grid25, to revamp the 
existing electrical grid to cope with these rise in demands. The purpose o f  this chapter is to 
investigate the problems with the existing electrical grid and to discover if  the Grid25 
strategy can facilitate the integration o f  the combination o f  West o f  Ireland pumped 
storage systems into the electrical grid.
4.2 The Existing Irish E lectrical Grid
It is outlined by Eirgird that the existing Irish electrical grid is an amalgamation o f “high 
voltage lines, cables, substations, and control and monitoring systems” (2006c) which 
facilitate the transmission o f  high class power from suppliers to the area o f  consumption. It 
is without doubt that the electrical grid provides a platform to assist the flow o f electricity 
in a secure and reliable manner (EirGrid, 2006c), however, as alluded to in Jl.4.1, the 
condition o f  the existing grid w ill not be capable o f  future large-scale penetration o f  
renewable energy (Ruttledge, 2010). Further to this, the benefits o f  integrating pumped 
storage systems into the electrical grid are evident in information supplied from EirGrid. 
The source outlines that the “the system (electrical grid) is operated around the clock to 
balance supply and demand and to control flows o f  power on the network” (EirGrid, 
2006c). The load balancing effect the pumped storage systems provide would greatly assist 
operations in this instance.
The existing Irish electrical grid’s components consist o f  400kV, 220kV and llOkV lines 
whilst 275kV lines are utilised in Northern Ireland. The 400kV and 220kV lines facilitate
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the transmission o f high voltage around the country (EirGrid, 2008a). The electrical grid 
also entails in excess o f  100 nodes which facilitate power reduction and distribution lines 
(EirGrid, 2006d). These distribution lines consist o f  38kV, 20kV and lOkV lines (EirGrid, 
2006d). From these lines, the power can be fed into a reduced voltage distribution system  
to serve domestic, commercial and industrial consumers or can be utilised by large 
industrial operations (Eirgird, 2006d). ESB act as the Distribution System Operator for the 
distribution grid. (Eirgird, 2006d).
The formation o f the electrical grid is likened to a motorway network which transmits 
power from Ireland’s electricity generating facilities. As previously mentioned in Jl.4.1, 
the solitary 400kV lines are installed between Moneypoint and Dublin (See Transition 
System Map attached in Appendix). Other large generation plant such as Tynagh’s 
384MW plant is served by a 220kV line which runs through the W est and connects to the 
Northern Ireland Grid. The 220kV line also feeds directly to the most northerly 400kV  
line. With regards the country’s largest cities, it can be seen from EirGrid’s map that a 
hybrid o f  220kV and llOkV lines serve both Cork and Dublin. In contrast, high voltage 
transmission in the West o f  Ireland leaves a lot to be desired. It can be seen that 220kV  
lines are directed to Galway city from Tynagh and from the Prospect 220kV station in Co. 
Clare. A  series o f  1 lOkV lines serve the rest o f the region. From this map, it is evident that 
the integration o f  West o f  Ireland pumped storage systems w ill require an update o f the 
existing electrical grid. This opinion is reinforced when considering the high voltage 
transmission lines utilised in Japanese pumped storage systems, as discussed in Jl.4.1. In 
particular, an overhaul o f  the transmission infrastructure in the West is imperative to 
enable the pumped storage system to provide power to the entire country.
Figure 4.1 illustrates Ireland’s installed wind capacity by county. The West coast o f  
Ireland possesses a large installed capacity, with in excess o f  150MW installed in the 
coastal Galway, Mayo and Sligo counties. Further to this, it is outlined by Melia (2010) 
that an additional 39 wind farms will be connected to the electrical grid within these 
counties by 2020. To facilitate these farms power, a stronger grid in the west will be 
required as currently the area is a weak point in the electrical grid (EirGrid, 2008a).
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3.2 Total acreage o f  Athlone borough 1831-1901, including separate acreage 
totals for Athlone, Co. Westmeath and Athlone, Co. Roscommon.
3.3 Population proportions by religious denomination, Athlone town, Athlone Co. 
Westmeath and Athlone Co. Roscommon.
3.4 Population change by religious denomination in Athlone 1861-1901, Athlone, 
Co. Westmeath 1861-1901, Athlone, Co. Roscommon 1861-1901
Overall trend by religious denomination Athlone, Athlone Co. Westmeath and 
Athlone Co. Roscommon 1861-1901.
3.5 Proportion o f  Athlone’s religious denominations by sex 1861-1901.
A p p e n d ix  4: P o l it ic s
4.1 MPs elected for Athlone Borough 1837-1885.
4.2 MPs elected for the constituencies o f  South Roscommon and South 
Westmeath 1885-1900.
A p p e n d ix  5: Mis c e l l a n e o u s
5.1 Map o f Athlone showing a number o f important structures.
5.2 Additional photographs and images.
5.3 Information relating to Athlone Union Workhouse.
5.4 Census form used in the compilation o f  housing statistics.
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Figure 4,1: Installed Wind Capacity by County (IWEA, 2010)
It is estimated by EirGrid (2008a) that overloading o f  certain areas o f  the electrical grid 
may occur within 5-10 years due to maximum capacity being reached. In essence, this 
issue will threaten security o f  supply (EirGrid, 2008a). In addition, economic growth 
within the country would be stunted as companies would be forced to locate to areas with 
high quality electrical grid infrastructure. Interestingly, EirGrid (2008a) also address the 
issue o f  low-cost electricity. It is stated that low-cost generators would not be able to 
connect to the grid, thus mitigating the competitiveness within the Irish electricity market. 
Given that this proposed project entails the supply o f  clean electricity, it becomes clear 
such a project can be beneficial for the Irish market. Following on from this, lack o f  
activity with regards revamping the electrical grid w ill undermine efforts to reach the 
aforementioned EU  renewable energy targets (EirGrid, 2008a). Finally, the lack o f  strong
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European interconnectors is a critical issue that must be addressed. As mentioned in i  1.4, 
Ireland is currently in a state o f  vulnerability due to its isolated location and the 
aforementioned lack o f  interconnectors. From this, it is taken that in order to achieve 
security o f  supply, further interconnectors w ill be required.
4.2.1 Turlough Hill
Turlough Hill is relevant to this project as currently the plant is the solitary pumped 
storage system in Ireland. The plant’s output stands at 292MW  (recently, an additional 
70MW pumped storage system Knocknagreenan, Co. Cork has been sanctioned) 
(Department o f  Communications, Energy & National Resources, 2010a). Components o f  
the Turlough Hill pumped storage system comprise o f  4 reversible pump-turbines (ESB, 
2005). The same source highlights a number o f the systems “constraints” (2005). One such 
constrain the maximum energy the plant can produce stands at 1.59GWh. Furthermore, 
system security is cause for added criticism. It is stated that “available energy from the 
upper reservoir must not drop below 0.3GWh for system security reasons” (ESB, 2005). 
For example, should the reservoir drop below 0.3GWh, the plant would not be capable to 
“black start” (ESB, 2005) which is the procedure o f  restarting a plant without depending 
on energy from the grid. Additionally, disapproval o f the performance o f the systems 
components is evident. The system cannot pump at MW levels outside o f  the 70-73MW  
load (ESB, 2005). This system is merely utilised to provide additional energy during peak 
demands when conventional generation plants are not capable o f  providing instant power 
(ESB, 2008). However, the integration o f  the wind-powered 1815MW approx. pumped 
storage systems in the West o f  Ireland has the ability to provide large-scale energy and 
play a fundamental role in the electrical grid.
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4.3 Grid25 & W est o f Ireland Pumped Storage Systems
The main concern o f  the Grid25 strategy is the long-term development o f  the grid to 
facilitate future requirements (EirGrid, 2008a). Central to this development is the supply 
o f “high-quality, high-voltage bulk power” across the different regions o f  the country 
(EirGrid, 2008a). The strategy also entails the harnessing o f  renewable energy sources to 
act as a means o f  mitigating carbon emissions. Additionally, European electrical grid 
interconnections are intended to facilitate the trade o f  electricity (EirGrid, 2008a). 
Essentially, the upgrade o f  the electrical grid will provide a 60% increase in capacity to 
accommodate future demands.
The benefits o f  integrating the combination o f  pumped storage systems into the electrical 
grid can be seen from EirGrid’s studies. EirGrid outline that “generation creates a much 
greater and immediate impact on the grid than demand increases” (2008a), which indicates 
that a large scale pumped storage system would have the ability to provide for steady 
demand increases. The requirement for a means o f  storage and an updated grid is evident 
in further penetration o f  renewable energy. Furthermore, EirGrid (2008a) are focusing on 
conventional generation plants to provide reliable energy whilst wind energy is low, which 
is a role that can be played by pumped storage systems. Pumped storage has the ability to 
fill a niche in this instance as a clean and reliable source o f  energy is attainable from the 
system (Deane, 2009).
With regard to exporting goals, the currently under construction East-W est interconnector 
between Ireland and Britain w ill play a central role in the trade o f  electricity. In addition 
to the 500MW East-West project, it is planned that a further interconnector, between either 
Britain or France, will be installed by 2025 (EirGrid, 2008a).
4.3.1 Update o f Electrical Grid
Increased electricity demands, further penetration o f renewable energy, the location o f  
generation plants and points o f  interconnection are the primary drivers for an update o f  the
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electrical grid (EirGrid, 2008a). 800km km o f 220kY lines or higher (likely to be 400kV  
lines) will be installed while a further 350km o f llO kV lines will be established. 
Furthermore, 2,300km o f the existing 220kV line will be upgraded and similarly an 
upgrade o f  1200km o f  the existing llO kV is intended. (EirGrid, 2008a). Building 400kV  
lines, as opposed to 220kV lines, provide greater efficiency and capacity (EirGrid, 2008a). 
As can be seen in Figure 4.2 (which depicts the proposed expenditure by region), the North 
West- despite being relatively week in terms o f  grid infrastructure (EirGrid, 2008a) - 
region will be subject to the third largest investment. (The Grid25 strategy categorises 
Galway and Mayo as North West).
NORTH EAST
€ 3 0 0 m
SOUTH WEST
€ 73 0 *1
WEST
€ 3 1 5 M
SOUTH EAST
€ 8 3 0 m
NORTH WEST
€ 750*1
MIDLANDS
€ 3 1 0 m
EAST
€ 8 0 0 m
Figure 4.2: Proposed Expenditure by Region (EirGrid, 2008a)
4.3.2 W est o f Ireland Developm ent
As illustrated in the transmission system map o f  the island’s electrical grid (see appendix) 
(EirGrid, 2010), the West o f  Ireland is a weak section o f the electrical grid, which consists 
o f 1 lOkV lines with minimal 220kV lines installed. The sole 220kV line in the area is to be 
extended into Sligo, whilst new llOkV developments are planned in Co. Mayo between 
Castlebar and Tonroe (EirGrid, 2008a). Post development work, there will be 3
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connections to 220kV lines from llOkV lines within Connaught. The West coast of 
Connaught is forecast to have 880MW of wind generation by 2025 (EirGrid, 2008a). 
Judging by EirGrid’s proposals the power generated in the region is connected to the 
1 lOkV line and transmitted around the country via the 3 Connaught based 220kV stations.
4.3.3 Pumped Storage Systems Integration
The Grid25 strategy provides little scope for the integration of a pumped storage system. 
As outlined in i 1.4.1, Tokyo’s pumped storage systems have utilised up to lOOOkV lines to 
transmit power whilst 400kV lines are planned for the currently under construction Ingula 
pumped storage system. Whilst studying Ireland’s existing grid, the 845MW Moneypoint 
plant is connected to two 400kV transmission lines. Considering this proposed pumped 
storage system with an 1815MW output, the optimum means of transmitting the power 
would be via 400kV lines. This conclusion was reached by considering the 1815MW to be 
the power fed to the grid, regardless of which transmission line is used. From here, the 
important element is the force (V) at which flow of electric charge (I) is carried. Therefore, 
a 400kV line can provide a greater voltage than say 275kV, 225kV or llOkV lines. By this 
rationale the ultimate transmission lines would be to utilise what is known as ultra high 
voltage lines (>800kV), however such plans are far from EirGrid’s proposals in the Grid25 
strategy. The ideal means of transmitting this electricity is via HVDC (High Voltage 
Direct Current) rather than Alternating Current (AC) as it facilitates reduced losses and its 
ability to connect “generating plants remote from power grid” (Drobik, 2009) which is 
extremely favourable for the purpose of connecting this pumped storage project.
However, the Grid 25 strategy’s solitary proposed 400kV line is the North-South 
interconnector between Belfast and Dublin (EirGrid, 2008a). This leaves the West of 
Ireland isolated in terms of extra high voltage transmission lines. The author has outlined 
suitable options for the integration of the pumped storage systems into the electrical grid. 
These are as follows:
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Option 1: the first proposal is the more accommodating of the Grid25 proposals (Figure 
4.3). The option centres on connecting an extra high voltage line (>220kV) which 
facilitates all pumped storage systems to the most northerly of the existing 400kV lines- 
which will be subject to “significant development” under the plans (EirGrid, 2008a). This 
will facilitate transmission of power around the country and access to the East-West and 
North-South interconnectors. The shortest distance from the sites to the 400kV is to place 
the transmission lines undersea however to integrate the option (as far as possible) into the 
existing plans of the Grid25 strategy, it was decided to keep all transmission lines onshore.
The formation of this option is illustrated in Figure 4.3. The blue lines represent the high 
voltage transmission line which is connected to the most northerly of the existing 400kV 
line. The length of such a line is approximately 275km (902,290ft.). This enables the cost 
of such a line to be calculated as 1ft. of an over ground transmission line costs 
approximately €7.80. Therefore, the cost estimate of Option 1 is €7million.
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Figure 4.3: G rid Connection Option 1
Option 2: considering the higher efficiency and capacity of 400kV lines, it is proposed to 
establish a 400kV line from Site 1 to Rush North Beach, Co. Dublin- which is the location 
of the East-West interconnector (EirGrid, 2008b). Site 2 and Site 3 will be connected to the 
400kV line by 220kV lines as depict in Figure 4.4. Integrated within the 400kV line will 
be substations to facilitate farther power transmission to the existing 220kV lines. This 
option is conflictive of Grid25’s plans regarding the solitary 400kV line (North-South 
Interconnector). However, although not evident in the proposed grid formation, 800km of 
extra high voltage (>220kV) has been allowed for in the project description. Therefore, 
considering the distances from the pumped storage systems to the interconnector (as 
illustrated in Table 3.13), it seems feasible that a portion of this 800km of high voltage 
transmission lines can be utilised to connect the pumped storage system to the East-West
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interconnector. Conjointly, this line can be utilised to transfer energy to the highest 
demand area in Dublin.
Figure 4.4 depicts Option 2. The black circles on the proposed 400kV line represent the 
substations which will facilitate power to be transmitted on to the 220kV lines and into the 
Dublin city area. To calculate a cost for the line, the same method was utilised as seen in 
Option 1. The distance of the line from site 1 to the East West interconnector at Rush 
North Beach was calculated as 273.5km (897,309ft.), On top of this, an estimated 48km 
(157,480ft.) of 220kV lines will be required. Taking the cost of 1ft. of an over ground 
transmission line to be €7.80, the total cost (excluding substations) for the line is 
calculated as €8.2m.
Figure 4.4: G rid Connection Option 2
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4.4 Conclusion
It is evident from research that Ireland would benefit from the construction of the wind- 
powered pumped storage systems. This opinion was formed as such systems would aid 
further renewable penetration; provide a load balancing effect and market competitiveness. 
The proposed extensive overhaul of the electrical infrastructure- as detailed in the Grid25 
strategy- will provide the country with a more capable grid of meeting demands and 
exporting goals. However, proposed electrical grid development does not facilitate a large- 
scale power plant in Ireland’s West. It has to be expected that the integration of such a 
project would require an element of grid restructuring to facilitate the power output. 
Therefore, the two suggested options of pumped storage grid integration are deemed to be 
reasonable in the context of the proposed extensive revamp of the electrical grid. Studies 
have outlined that storage can be beneficial when it comes to 50% renewable penetration 
(Department of Communications, Energy & National Resources, 2010a). Therefore, due to 
the setup of the proposed grid, it can be viewed that EirGrid and the Department of 
Communications, Energy & National Resources have ruled out a West of Ireland pumped 
storage system in favour of increased interconnection. However, it remains to be seen if 
interconnection can facilitate load balancing in the same manner as that of pumped 
storage. Therefore, it is stressed that pumped storage can have an important role to play 
and should be the subject of further research by authorities.
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Chapter 5 -  Case Study
5.1 Introduction
This case study is based on the energy situation in South Africa and the role of pumped 
storage systems within the country’s energy strategy. This is particularly relevant to the 
feasibility of a West of Ireland pumped storage system as South Africa requires a revamp 
of its existing energy industry and Eskom (the Electricity Supply Commission) have 
decided to construct two pumped storage systems to cope with increasing demands 
(Louwinger, 2008). Energy in South Africa, the pumped storage site selection process, the 
Ingula pumped storage system and ecological conservation measures practiced will all be 
discussed in this chapter.
5.2 Energy in South Africa
The electricity output of South Africa stands at 40,000MW. This output is to be doubled 
by 2025 due to an expected increase in peak demands (Louwinger, 2008) and the South 
African Government’s aim to GDP growth to 6% (Ndimande, 2008). The main source of 
the county’s energy supply is peat and coal (72.1%) while oil contributes to 12.6% of this 
supply (EIA, 2010). Due to the heavy use of these sources, the nation’s carbon emissions 
level is high (EIA, 2010). Hydro currently contributes 0.1% to South Africa’s power 
supply (EIA, 2010). The state of the energy industry in South Africa has highlighted a 
requirement to diversify the energy supply.
Eskom, the state-owned electricity utility, formulated the Integrated Strategic Electricity 
Plan (ISEP) to permit “future power and energy demands to be met as economically as 
possible” (Louwinger, 2008). Strategic measures formulated to cope with the anticipated 
increase in demands and power output entail a revamp of the existing electrical grid and 
the construction of new generation plants which will be utilised to provide an extra 
3,000MW per year (Ndimande, 2008).
ISEP have outlined the requirement for 2 pumped storage systems. This requirement is due 
to the anticipated rise in peak demands. Research into the feasibility of pumped storage 
systems in South Africa date back to the mid 1980’s when a site selection process was 
carried out. This site selection process produced 90 potential sites for the system 
(Louwinger, 2008). Today, this number has been reduced to 2 which will be utilised for 
the construction of two pumped storage systems, namely the Ingula and Lima pumped 
storage systems (Louwinger, 2008).
5.2.1 Pumped Storage Site Selection
Prior to the site selection process, Eskom established key design criteria which were 
integral to discovering suitable sites. These design criteria included:
• Reservoir capacity
• Distance between reservoirs
• Rated power of turbines
However, for the initial site selection process Eskom removed limitations such as reservoir 
capacity and feasibility of grid connection in order to identify as many suitable sites as 
possible. With regards the head of these 90 sites, the range of head recorded was in the 
220-610m whilst the generation capacity range was deemed to be in the 400-2,000MW 
range (Louwinger, 2008). Following on from the selection of the 90 sites, Eskom 
identified a number of parameters in order to ascertain the most suitable of these 90 sites. 
These parameters included:
Potential Capacity: the desired generation output was a minimum 1,000MW.
Location from main demand and generation centres: the purpose of this parameter was to 
reduce transmission loss and transmission line costs. In addition, the site should be 
surrounding areas of the electrical grid.
Head: The ideal operating head was decided to be in the 400-700m range.
Accessibility: existing infrastructure must provide a means of access to the site. 
(Louwinger, 2008)
The number of potential sites was reduced to 7 following the feasibility studies. Studies on 
these 7 sites were carried out between 1987 and 1995. At this point, the number of suitable 
sites was reduced to 3. Further feasibility studies were carried out on the remaining Ingula, 
Lima and Mutale sites. These sites were subject to Environmental Impact Assessments, 
detailed geotechnical investigations, an update of original design and a re-evaluation of 
each system (Louwinger, 2008). These studies deemed the Mutale site unsuitable for a 
pumped storage system due to the “slope instability of the upper reservoir basin” and “the 
occurrence of geological joints at the site” (Louwinger, 2008). Presently, a pumped storage 
system is under construction at the Ingula site whilst the establishment of a 1500MW 
pumped storage system at the Lima site is currently at the planning stage.
5.2.2 Ingula Pum ped Storage System
Construction works on the Ingula pumped storage system began in 2007 and are scheduled 
to cease in 2012. The system is situated within the Drakensburg Mountains and entails the 
construction of the Bedford Dam which will form the upper reservoir and the Bramhoek 
Dam which encloses the lower reservoir (Eskom, 2008). The reservoirs are 4.6km apart
•5
(Eskom, 2010) whilst the capacity of these reservoirs are 26 million metres (Eskom,
2008). Other system components include a powerhouse complex which is connected to the 
electrical grid to facilitate pumping and transmission of power generated. 4 333MW 
Francis pump-turbines are included in the powerhouse complex which create a generating 
capacity of is 1,332MW. The rate head of the system is 441m (Louwinger, 2008). Figure
5.1 illustrates a view of the project which depicts the components of the system such as the 
upper and lower reservoirs, the powerhouse complex and the penstocks.
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Figure 5.1: Ingula Pumped Storage System (Louwinger, 2008)
An aim of the project is to be recognised as “an internationally renowned sustainable 
conservation area” (Eskom, 2010). To achieve this, a number of measures are planned. As 
the upper reservoir is located in an environmentally sensitive area, planners have outlined 
that the site is to be dealt with as a conservation site. Environmentalists are present on site 
to overlooks the works and certify that legal requirements are upheld. Additionally, a 
series of walking and hiking routes will be incorporated in the environs of the pumped 
storage system as a means of preserving the existing setting of the site (Eskom, 2010).
With regards grid connection of the pumped storage system, it was found that the Ingula 
pumped storage system transmission line is a 400kV line which is 94km in length. The line 
runs from the pumped storage system to the Venus substation (NCC Environmental 
Serives, 2009; eThembeni Cultural Heritage, 2008).
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5.3 Discussion
Although circumstances differ, it is clear that the electrical industries of both South Africa 
and Ireland are experiencing a change. This is represented by the targets which are 
outlined for each nation. With Ireland aiming to produce 40% of electricity from 
renewable sources and South Africa targeting a more diversified industry and a 40,000MW 
increase in supply, it is clear that there is scope to upgrade electricity supply measures in 
both counties. Similarities are evident in previous means of electricity generation. Peat, 
coal and gas have been seen as almost ubiquitous sources of energy for both countries 
(EIA, 2010; Table 1.1) which ensures high levels of carbon emissions were experienced. 
In addition, the 150% increase in Irelands electricity demands (EirGrid, 2008a) and 
expected increase in peak demands in South Africa (Louwinger, 2008) brings in the option 
of pumped storage. South Africa has been the more proactive country in establishing 
pumped storage systems, while Ireland has shied away from the technology, as discussed 
in Jl.5. However, the contrast in approaches towards large scale storage is largely due to 
the nature of the aforementioned targets. A large scale Pumped storage system, such as the 
Ingula and Lima plants, can be an extremely effective means of achieving the additional 
40,000MW due the large energy output. However, the advantages of utilising pumped 
storage to regulate wind energy’s intermittency are not acted on by EirGrid who prefer to 
concentrate on increasing interconnection (EirGrid, 2008a).
Considering the fact that South Africa’s site selection process began in the 1980’s, the 
indication is that planning the construction of a pumped storage system is a lengthy 
process. In addition, considerably more sites were identified in this process than the 5 sites 
which were analysed in this study. Therefore, the consensus is reached that discovering the 
optimum site for a pumped storage system in Ireland may require extending the boundaries 
of the location of the plant.
Similar to Ireland’s energy situation, restructured dynamics in electricity generation will 
require changes to South Africa’s electrical grid. With regards the Ingula pumped storage 
system, the construction of the 94km 400kV line to transmit the plants power is not unlike 
Option 2 outlined in 14.3.3. Although the transmission distances differ, the work carried
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out in South A frica ensures that connection o f  a pum ped storage system to the electrical 
grid in such m anner is feasible. Therefore, due to the higher efficiency and capacity o f  the 
400kV line, this option is viewed as the best option w ith regards transm ission o f  the 
pumped storage systems power output.
W ork on the Ingula pumped storage system highlights opportunities to enhance the 
environmental aspect o f  a W est o f Ireland pum ped storage system w hich w ill enable the 
task o f  acquiring planning perm ission easier. The author suggests that the design team  o f 
the pumped storage system integrate measures to conserve the area surrounding the site 
into the m anagem ent o f  the plant. This will require the employment o f  environm entalists 
to study and analyse the pumped storage operation and to oversee on-site practices. In 
addition, the establishment o f  walkways and hiking routes can be viewed favourably as it 
can accommodate for the damage caused to the existing setting.
5.4 Conclusion
It is clear from  the research that pum ped storage has a large role to play in  the supply o f 
electricity. A lthough South A frica’s motives for the construction o f  pum ped storage 
systems differ to the renewable energy factor that is being focused on by EirGrid, the 
integration o f  the Ingula pumped storage systems can be viewed as an exem plar should a 
W est o f Ireland pum ped storage system be authorised. One point o f  interest concerns the 
duration from initial planning to com m encem ent o f  construction, which is in excess o f  20 
years. I f  a  similar approach is taken in  the planning o f  a  W est o f  Ireland pum ped storage 
system, the 2020 deadline for renewable energy targets would have passed. A t this point, it 
is anticipated that renewable penetration would be in the 50% region. A t this point, 
pumped storage can be used to mitigate the curtailm ent o f  wind and to reduce electricity 
costs for consumers (Departm ent o f  Comm unications, Energy and N atural Resources, 
2010). W hat this m eans is that for pum ped storage to be effective once 50% renewable 
penetration is reached then immediate com m encem ent o f  significant research is advised in 
order to optimise the effects o f a pumped storage system.
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Chapter 6 -  Conclusions & Recommendations
6.1 Conclusions
It is evident from the research that the energy industry in Ireland is on the brink o f  a 
change. This is particularly apparent in the establishment o f the E U  Renewable Energy 
Targets. Furthermore, the fact that the Irish Government intend on exceeding the 
aforementioned targets to 40% renewable penetration by 2020 indicates that a swift rate o f 
change is expected. Findings from the research outline that pumped storage has the ability 
to be an effective integrator o f  renewable energy into the Irish m arket. The sporadic nature 
o f  wind energy requires a regulator in order to fully capitalise on the resource. Due to its 
load balancing effect, pumped storage has the ability to convert the interm ittent resource 
into a controllable form o f clean energy. Objectors o f  the previously proposed nuclear 
plants on Co. W exford can be appeased by the safe, reliable and practical operation o f 
pumped storage systems. Further to this, the designs o f  the systems are ever advancing 
which ensures that construction o f  pum ped storage systems in the W est o f  Ireland has the 
ability to be viewed as an exemplar. The integration o f  wind pow er and seawater provide 
cutting-edge features to a m ature technology w hich maximises the use o f  natural resources 
and creates an unprecedented com bination which can highlight Ireland an innovative and 
proactive in term s o f  harnessing renewable energy. Such possibilities ensure the popularity 
o f  pumped storage is about to rise. The benefits o f  pumped storage outweigh the associated 
high construction costs, long construction periods and environmental impacts w hich can be 
viewed as negative factors o f  integrating a pumped storage system. As Ireland’s 
topography is suited to that required for pumped storage systems, it is im portant that in- 
depth feasibility studies are carried out as at present, this potential is not recognised. Large 
scale projects have been constructed around the globe w hilst Ireland’s enviable topography 
has rem ained undeveloped which, when considering the vast area o f  land is consumes, is a 
waste in terms o f engineering potential.
Ultimately, identification and analysis o f  the selected sites concluded that there was no one 
site that was suitable to construct one large scale pumped storage system. However, the
1816MW com bined pum ped storage systems provide power suitable for Ireland to reach 
energy independence and ultimately enough power to achieve exporting goals. Entailed 
within this setup are a number o f  drawbacks. First o f  all, it would be prudent o f  planners to 
construct one o f  the systems initially, before works on the other systems in order to study 
the operation and identify where im provements can be made. Secondly, the com bination o f  
the three pumped storage systems will involve increased construction costs, environmental 
impact and social impact. The m ost critical aspect o f  the site selection process was the 
head o f  each site. As stated, 400m was the template which was w orked off, which would 
have enabled large scale power output from one site. However, the im portance o f a clean, 
constant source o f  energy was the overriding factor. Therefore, the site selection process 
was a success as three sites were identified for three relatively large plants (with regards 
Ireland) which when connected highlights that a large scale pum ped storage project in 
Ireland is feasible.
Inadvertently, the selection o f the three most feasible sites resulted in a project similar in 
setup to the proposals o f  the Spirit o f  Ireland initiative. However, this report has succeeded 
in reducing the num ber o f  plants by two and reducing the num ber o f  turbines utilised to 
pump water. It is essential these turbines have connections to both the pumped storage 
project and the electrical grid to maximise the efficiency o f  use o f  the wind, as discussed in 
13.5.4. M atching pum ping tim es w ith high wind speeds and low  dem ands will entail a 
balancing act, however, the connection to the electrical grid w ill perm it access to 
conventional power and therefore, energy w ill constantly be available from  the systems, 
albeit, from a different energy source. D ue to w ind’s intermittency, it is suggested to plan 
pumping times in accordance with forecast wind speeds on a day to day basis.
Pum ped storage has a role to play in the Irish energy m arket however; constructing the 
project at this point in time would simply be an unsustainable process due to the state o f 
the existing grid. This proposed 1815MW  output is unprecedented in the Irish energy 
industry and w ould threaten the security o f  supply. Therefore, the update o f  the grid is a 
critical element. It is also im portant that planners look further than Turlough Hill when 
investigating the feasibility o f  pum ped storage systems as there m ay be a case for planners 
to be wary o f  constructing new  builds when the existing pum ped storage systems is
ineffective. The construction o f  the proposed 70M W  Knocknagreenan pum ped storage 
system may also have an effect on EirG rid’s and the Governments policy towards pumped 
storage. The potential success o f  the plant has the ability to influence planners to upgrade 
in large scale pow er outputs such as this proposed project.
Updating the condition o f the existing will benefit the energy industry in a num ber o f 
ways. The targets o f  the Grid25 strategy cannot be questioned however, the methods o f 
achieving these goals effectively mitigates the role the W est o f  Ireland can play in  an 
updated grid. It is accepted that EirGrid have accommodated increased generated wind 
power capacity which flow onto the grid w hen generated. However, it has to be stressed 
that saving this energy to power the pum ped storage system and subsequently utilising this 
power to cater for peak demands is a more sustainable and efficient process than letting the 
wind generated power to be utilised as and when needed. There may be a  case that the 
inherent W est o f  Ireland suitability for such a project may be capitalised upon i f  the 
infrastructure was already in place; however, it remains a weak point in the grid. 
Effectively, the w est o f  Ireland does not accommodate large scale electricity generation, be 
it renewable or conventional. The two grid connection options w ere formulated to 
highlight that w ith the right investm ent and strategy, the W est o f  Ireland can be utilised as 
the rechargeable battery not only o f  Ireland but for Europe via interconnectors.
The construction o f  a W est o f  Ireland pumped storage system is feasible. The number o f  
systems entailed in the project may have tripled in order to  supply large quantities o f 
energy, however this is not deemed to  be a critical element. The crucial elements are the 
aforementioned problems w ith the electrical grid and the attitude towards pumped storage 
at Government and TSO level. E irG rid’s studies have identified pumped storage as a 
potential possibility, however the system is not deem ed to be worthwhile at 40% 
renewable penetration. EirGrid recognise the benefits o f  pum ped at 50% renewable 
penetration however their focus is now  on interconnection, 50% renew able penetration is 
deem ed to be a  high penetration level o f  an intermittent source which at times will create 
an imbalance with regards a renewable/conventional source ratio. The advantage o f 
pumped storage over interconnection is that it provides a constant source o f  clean energy 
which is a point which should be central to EirGrids goals. Pum ped storage will have a
central role to play in the changes o f  energy industries globally, how ever it remains to be 
seen if  Ireland will act on its inherent opportunities to set a standard in terms o f  innovative 
energy production.
6.2 Future Recommendations
The first recommendation centres on the feasibility o f  offshore wind harnessing at the 
W est o f Ireland. Ireland possesses an inherent opportunity at the W estern tip o f  Europe to 
capitalise on the higher wind speeds which when harnessed by large scale turbines, an 
increased output can be achieved. The higher wind speeds and probability rating (Table 
3.2) are two elements which can reduce the use o f  electricity from  the electrical grid in the 
pumped storage project as greater power can be generated on a more consistent basis. 
Therefore this mitigates the problem  o f matching pumping times with high wind speeds to 
a degree however, forecast analysis will still have an integral role to  play to manage the 
resource. Ireland have a solitary wind farm  (Arklow Bank) however, when considering the 
resources, the feeling is that this number should be increased.
Secondly, feasibility studies into the utilisation o f freshwater in pumped storage systems 
are recommended. Site 4 and Site 5 from the site selection process were located in the 
vicinity o f  a large lake which could supply a source o f  w ater to the pumped storage 
system. Although ultimately utilising seawater was the m ost feasible option due to its 
distance from the site, there may be a case where it is more feasible for future selected 
sites to integrate the supply into its operation which m ay reduce friction losses in a system, 
depending on site specifics.
In order to optimise the results for the feasibility o f  a  W est o f  Ireland pumped storage 
system, it is recommended that further studies focus on alternative areas along the W est o f 
Ireland. This entails similar site selection and grid connection studies to be carried out in 
the Donegal/Leitrim/Sligo and the Clare/Kerry/Cork regions w hich have the ability to 
optimise feasibility results for a pum ped storage system in Ireland. The production o f such
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a result can give EirGrid and the G overnment options to consider w ith regards policy on 
storage. These parties can identify w ith the situation in  South A frica and subsequently 
utilise a  similar site selection process used by Eskom. The use o f  such a site selection 
process will maximise the num ber o f  potential sites, which is w hat w ill be required before 
com mitment to  such a large project.
Finally, as the 70M W  Knocknagreenan pumped storage system is still in early planning 
stages, it is suggested to integrate the renewable w ind energy into the system 
specifications. This w ill enable a  first-hand view  o f  the perform ance o f  the system on a 
relatively small pumped storage system. From  this, the perform ance o f  the system can be 
extrapolated to identify the im pact a  large scale 1815MW  pum ped storage system.
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